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DEDICATION

This report i) respectfully dedicated to the memory of the late Dr. A. P. Jarrell,

Assitidnt Superintendent of Schools for Rehabilitation Ser%ices, Georgia Depart-

ment of Education, whose leadership and No made innovation to5sib:e.



PREFACE
We in Georgia like to beliele that traditionally we have been stimulated to explore
new areas of vocational rehabiliiation. This sort of curiosity led to cur original
involvement in the late 1940's with inmates of the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta.

Therefore, already committed to correctional rehabilitation at that institution,
also with the U, S. Probation Office for the Northern District o: Georgia, and
through our expanding program at the Georgia Industrial Institute for Youthful
Offenders at Alto, we were doubly pleased when we were invited in 1965 to par-
ticipate as a unit of the national Federal Offenders Rehabilitation Program.

For years we held to the belief that many more productive things could bt done
with public offenders if only certain areas of innovative service could be tested,

The Atlanta Project was able to do this for Its. We are privileged to share its
findings with others alarmed by crime in the United States and its growing rate of
recidivism.

JOHN S. PRICKETT, JR.
Assistant Superintendent

of Schools for
Rehabilitation Services



FOREWORD
The essentially subjective conclusions of the Atlanta Project are presented in this
report. In reading it, please bear in mind that it does not contain analyze,: data, and
no attempt was made to reflect the difference in outcome between experimental
and control groups. All of the research material that we collected has been sub-
mitted to :OR Program National Headquarters in Seattle, Washington, where it
is presently being Co nputerized and otherwise examined. Significant findings wilt
be pablished by Prowarn headquarters and distributed sometime late in 1969.

In point of operation, the Atlanta study was illuminated by two characteristics. For
one, joint activities of the Office of Rehabilitation Services, the U. S. Probation
Office for fil^ Northern District of Georgia and the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta,
reached a degree of harmony we believe to be rather remarkable :n the annals of
interagency cooperation. Secondly, via an exploratory process scarcely marked by
tranquility in its early stages and neve; stamped by complacency, we awoke to the
cheerful discovery tliat the disciplines of psychiatry, psychology, sociology, cor-
rectional and mationsl rehabilitation counseling can all learn one from the others
and thereby hon ogenize toward common destinations.

Our salient finding public offenders, even recidivists can be rehabilitated,
both realistically and profitably.

one of us asscdatei with the Project lays claim to a preserve of filial zolutions.
We still has: riucli to learn. Effecting attitudinal change :.nd interrupting patterns
of criminality remains a subjective and otter mysterious business. But we have
harvested some elusive knoaledge that we did not have before. It is a pleasure to
share our encoagement through this report with other interested in the complex
but rewarding L tld of correctional rehabilitation,

While the efforts and the thoughts of the entire project staff went into the prepara-
tion of this r:pert, it was actually authored by W. Scott Fulton, Project Co-
ordinator, uto wt s a resourceful and innovative participant in the study from its
beginning, and to vhom his fellow staff members owe a special note of thanks for
the final task of reflecting our activities in written Porn.

W. A. CRUMP
Project Director
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HIGHLIGHTS
Major Subjective Fr:dings foe Rehabilitation Workers

fha fol:owing suggestions are offered to vocational rehabilitation agencies entei-
taining the idea of developing service programs for public offenders.

1. A -ubstantial percentage of public offenders, even recidivists, can be
rehabilitated. but ttp: process is long and complex and generally requires
more counselor involvement than does working with the physically
abled,

2. Crime still does not pay within the prevalent reward sysieins of socily,
to be sure, but for those who are inclined to commit it, all sorts of psychic
needs can be met in its perpetration and even its punishmeut; therefore
it seems to be incumbent upon correctional rehabilitation to stimulate its
clients toward not only more acceptable, but at least equally gratifying,
pursuits.

3. Traditional purchased services, then, are ancillary to effecting attitudinal
change.

4. Since supportive counseling is vital to the rehabilitation process, caseload.;
should be maintained at manageable size.

5. Comprehensive psychological wvices should never be neglected in favor
of the mote easily identified vocational services.

6. Emergency services must be flexible and provided immediately at the
point of need.

7. In prisoner cases services should lytgin during incarceration and be con-
tinued with little or no interruption into the free world.

8. The client and his family should be treated as a unit, rather than services
being provided to the client alone.

9. Thorough vocational evaluation should be attempted in each cast, but it
should be remembered that plans formulated in the structured environment
of incarceration frequently do not materialize under the different stress
situations of the post-release competitive free work

10. The multi-disciplined approach to diagnostics aid treatment Is more
effective than individual efforts.

11. A realistic approach should be maintained toward detrmining what con-
stitutes adequate soda) behavior, or the "rehabilitated" offender.

ix



ABSTRACT
As a satellite unit of a national research and demonstratioa effort involving the
Rehabilitation Services Adtninistratico, the U. S. Probation System, the U. S.
Bureau of Prisons, the U. S. Board of Parole and seven state vocational rehabilita-
tion agencies, the Atlanta FOR Project was launched under Grant No. RD-2078-G
on November 1, 1965 and terminated by predetermined design with the com-
pletion of this report on May 31, 1969.

In recognition of the national problems posed by a spiraling crime rate and tl-e
need to redu:z recidivism, the Proje:t's primary purpose was to test and demon-
strate the effectiveness of providing intensive vocational rehabilitation services to
federal offenders at two specified stages in the correctional process.

Placed by random selection into experimental and control groups, a total of 484
cases were monitored, 107 of which were assi3ned to the experimental group. The
two caseloads were drawn from releases and probationers under supervision of
the U. S. Probation Office for the Northern District of Georgia and from the inmate
population of the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta.

The Project functioned under two basic hypotheses: (1) that traditional VR services
are ancillary Zo effecting attitudinal change in thr, offender client and (2) that areas
essentially innovati,. ro VR concern need to be explored if patterns of erimindity
are to be interrupted.

The full national report, being compiled at National Program Headquarters in
Seattle, Wathins...n and which will include data analysis and comparative outcome
between experNental and control groups, will be available laze ia 1969. Mean-
vvhi'e the essentially subjective findings of the Atlanta Project are presented in
this paper.

In brief ..,urnm'Ary, supportive counseling 12 nd ps:Thotherapy proved to be the two
most significant services provided. It was also found that emergency services
should be flexible and provided at the pint of need. Thitd, tie client and his
krnity sho,tld be treated as a mit rather than simply providing services to the
client alone.

xi



ATLANTA FOR PROJECT
I. Introduction
A. Background Information
1. As a satellite project of a national research and

demonstration program, this study was an out-
growth of an idea born in interagency conversa-
tions. Agency administrators, including former
Commission,: of Vocational Rehabilitation, Miss
Mary Switzer, and Mr. James Bennett, former
Director of the U. S. Bureau of Prisons, explored
the possibility of applying vocational rehabilitation
techniques and resources to the problems posed by
the increasing number of public offenders. Since
1962, the Vocational Rehabilitation Administra-
tion (now Rehabilitation Services Administration)
has provided supporting 'ands for ten (10) projects
in which Cie pu%lic offender was the focus of the
study or services. Early in 1965, a planning grant
was extended to the newly conceived riederal Of-
fenders Rehabilitation National Program, and ap-
proximately seven (7) months later, the program
was launched on Navember 1, 1965.

2. The national program was a collaborative effort
involving the Rehabilitation Services Administra-
:ion, the U. S. Bureau of Prisons, the U. S. Proba-
tion System, the U. S. Board of Puoic, and seven
State VR .Ageneics, the Atlanta Project, represent-
ing Georgia, being one of eight units (Illinois hav-
ing staled two projects) associated with Program
Headquarters in Seattle, Washington.

3. In 1947 the Georgia Division of Vocational Re-
habilitation assigned a counselor on a part-time
basis to provide indicated rehabilitation services to
eligible inmates referred by officials at the U. S.
Penitentiary, Atlanta. Eight years of experience in
this approach demonstrated the feasibility of joint
efforts between Vocational Rehabilitation and the
U. S. Penitentiary in Atlanta.
Because of this mutual ii.volsement and following
the interests on the national level mentioned above,
Georgia was chosen as a site for several meetings
in 1963, focusing on the rehabilitation of federal
offenders. With impetus from Richard Grant of he
Vocetional Rehabi'itation Administration Wash.
ington, D. C., these meetings were largely organ-
ized by John W .Forrest. Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration Assistant Regional Rapre;entative
in Atlanta. Officials from the U. S. Bureau of
Prisons and the U. S. Probation Service were in
attendance.
It was also in 963 that Ernor:s University became
associated with the planning meetings, and Dr.
Earl D. C. Brewer was awarded Vocational Re-
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habilitation Administration Grant No. SAV-1036-
64 for his study of "A Vocational Rehabilitation
Study of Prisoners, Probationers, and Parolees."
Three consultations were planned in connection
with Dr. Brewer's project. The first was held in
December, 1963 for the purpose of reviewing the
research design and making suggestions regarding
procedures. The participants in this consultation
represented each of the institutions and agencies
'evolved in the project plus some outside consul-
tants: Mr. Forrest of Atlanta; Virgil Breland, Perry
E. Westbrook, and John B. McGuire, Atlanta
Federal Penitentiary; Walter York and M. S.
Ausley, U. S. Correctional. Institution, Tallahassee;
Claude Goza and John C. Carbo, U. S. Probation
Office for the Northern District of Georgia,
Atlanta; Joseph H Scarbrough, Georgia Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation, Alto; James 3. Segars,
Georgia Department of Family and Children's
Services, Atlanta; Vernon Fox, Florida S'ate UM-
% ersity, Tallahassee: Glenn Petty, Division of Pro-
bation, Administrative Office of the United States
Courts, Washington, D. C.; Mr. Grant of Washing.
ton, D. C.; James E. Murphy, U. S. Bureau of
r'isons, Washington, D. C.; Dr. Brewer and Marie
Townsend, Emory University, Atlanta,
Dr Brewer's work was carried out in two phases.
Th: first concerned the collection and analysis of
general background characteristic, of the following
three populations: the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta,
Georgia; the U. Correctional Institution in Tal-
lahassee, Florida; the probationers and pa:olees
within the jurisdiction of the U. S Probation Office
for the Northern District of Georgia, In Atlanta.
The second phase invoked detailed study of three
hundo d selected cases (one hundred from each of
the populations). The first phase was presented and
discussed at a second consultation in Atlanta, held
in connection with a regional meeting of Directors
of State Rehabilitation Agencies in April, 1964.

The Brewer Report was published in late 1964. In
summary, the evidence reviewed in this study
pointed overwhelmingly to tiie need of additional
assistance to prison-rs in post release rehabilitation
and to probationers and parolees during their
terms.

It is assumed that Atlanta was chosen as a satellite
project o! the FOR Program primarily because of
the activities described above, because of Georgia's
early interest in the rehabilitation of public of-
fenders, also clidenced by its growing program at
the Georgia InduArial Institute, Alto, because of
the Brewer Report, and because of the leadership



and participation in these early meetings of Mr.
Carbo, then Supervising Probation Officer and now
Chief U. S. Probation Officer for the Northern Dis-
trict of Georgia.
The cooperative agreement between the Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation, State of Georgia, :he
U. S. Probation Office for the Northern District of
Georgia, and the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, was
formalized on November 15, 1965.

4. Although the project etas laurizhed November 1,
1965, and case et aluation began %cry shortly after
that date, the beginning four months were deter-
mined to be a "tooling-up" period, and intensive
service did not really get under way until March 1,
1966. It continued through the designated termina-
tion eate of the FOR Program on February 28,
1969.

B. Purpose and Rationale of Project
1. Focusing on the problems mposed by the increL.

number of federal offenders, the primary purpose
of the Atlanta FOR Project was to test and demon-
strate the effects of prodding intensive vocatioral
rehabilifat,on services to such offenders at two
stages of the rehabilitation process:
a. At the correctional institution, approximately

sixty dos after admission (designated as Plan
C).

b. At the One of assignment to the probation and
parole dike following court action or release
from a Federal institution (designated as Plan
A).

2. in addition the Atlanta Project has Followed these
specific objz.:tiv es:
a. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the sus-

taincd concern M the Vocational Rehabilitation
counselor for the client during the period of
incarceration p!us a period after rzturn to the
communi y.

h. To demoastrate the effectiveness of the Voca
tionl Rehabilitation counselor in contacting
and proAding services for the unsupervised
releasee.

c. To demonstrate the effectiveness of Voca-
tional Rthabilitotiort cinselor's collaboration
with the prottationparO,e officer during super-
vision of the offender,

d. To demonstrate the effectiveness of providing
group counseling. o! gmup therapy, to a sam-
ple of federal (genders in the Atlanta area.

c. To test and demonstrate the effectiveness of
making referrals to other VR state agencies
in the eases M those clients chosen for a t.tib
project, who were not natives of Georgia a. J
whose .cleave lestinations were therefore out-
side this state.
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C. Setting
Classified as a close custody (or "maximum SeCerLy")
institution, the U. S. Penitentiary in Atlanta has a
population of some 2,200 inmates. Approximately SO
per cent of that number is occupied in the paying
in Justrics unit, ,vhere mail bags for the U. S. Postal
S:rvice and rt.; r.resses for the Armed Forces are
11 anufacturcd. Although the Work Release Program is
i r effect, the total number of prisoners assigned to
,,ork ov:side the institution rarely exceeds 15 or 20
men. Frior to the inception M the FOR Project, one
VR counselor was assigned full-time to the peniten-
tiary, and later phased into the Project Plan C opera-
tion. Since that time two additional staff members have
been assigned to the institution, each serving approxi-
mately 40 clients. 1here caseloads, limited to Georgian
inmates, are in the process of being expanded. Both
counselors work closely with the Vocational Training
Unit, where approximately 10 per cent of the inmate
population is engaged in learning a variety of !rades.
Some 700 releaNces ar.J probationers are supervised by
the U. S. Probation Office for the Northern District of
Georgia in Atlanta. This office is administered by a
Chief Probation Officer and a Casework Supervisor,
Each of the nine Probation Officers supervise approxi-
mately 70 to SO persons. Other than the FOR Project
Plan A counselor, no Vocational Rehabilitation staff
member was assigned specifically to the office, but such
an assignment is being considered for the near future.
Within the Vocational Rehabilitation Agency complex
prior to its reorganization, which took place a scant
two months before the completion of the FOR Project,
the Project operated as a small unit of the Program for
Public Offenders ender the Division of Special Dis-
abilities. Although technical supersision was received
from the Project Director, whose. primary job was
Assistant Direetor of the Diisior. of Special Dis-
abilities, the two IGR Counselors were administra-
tively responsible to the Atlanta District Supervisor,
but for "housekeeping" matters only.
While the Atlanta District Supervisor and the coun-
selors under his technical jurisdiction represented a
component of the Division of the General Program
rather than Special DisaJitities, the District Office
nevertheless provided the setting in which the FOR
F'roject operated, i: is believed that some description of
this environment as it was during the life of the project
might be useful.

The District Administrative Staff consisted of the Dis-
trict Supervisor and two Casework Supervisors, these
last Uvo having a rather unique line of responsibility
direct to a state level staff member entitled the Super-
visor for Casosork Standards.

Out of a total 0! 45 professional staff members, ap-



proximately 40 of them were caseload carrying cow,-
selors.
Most caseloads involved about 75 active clients and
25 referred clients at r.ny given time Thus some 4,000
clients received ser%ices during th usual fiscal year.
The general counselors served clients whose physical
disabilities raa the gamut found in the VR lexicon.
Included in the caseload carrying c pliment were
thirteen general counselors, ten counselors serving the
mentally retarded, tour serving the blind, four serving
public offenders, four serving the emotionally ill and
five serving a research and demonstration project on
t- rehabilitation of alcoholics. These figures were
average and varied fiorn time to time. Only the thir-
teen general counselors plus administrative staff and
some piacement counselors were directly responsible to
the gmeral program. All of the rest were contained. in
eitlur thc Division of Special Disabilities or the Divi-
sion of Special Services
fall of these units con.bined had a yearly production in
thc VR sense of some 3,000 plans and 2,000 rehabili-
tation closure:7..
The district offices occupied some I0,000 square feet
and all combined units operated on an annual budget
of approximately 32,800,000.
Flores on thc FOR Project are not included in the
the above. Thcy will be found in greater detail in the
following sections.
It might be noted that midway in the Project, the Case-
work Supervisors were given theoretical supervision
over casework procedures of the FOR eounslors, but
these supervisory contacts were minimal, about two to
each of the counselors during the course of the project.
and scrutiny was devoted to paper work procedure
only and not actual case handling.
Technical supervision was always available fronv the
Project Director and case staffing was accomplished
through the Project Executive Committee, but by and
large the FOR counselors were left to their on
devices.

II. Methodology

A. Responsibilities
After client assignment (as eatlined in paragraph 13.2
below), data collection prey-ceded accordinc; to a pre-
scribed schedule, or timetable. The Prop-am Office in
Seattle was responsible for pulling ail of the data to-
gether, gathcr:d from the various satellite r ..jeets, and
for its analysis
Data was basically composed of (I) objective informa-
tion outlining arrest record', client mobility, employ-
ment stability, social background, etc., and (2) narra-
tiac case histories outlining ehrono'ogy and containing
a variety of subjective elements. 1 abulations and
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analyas of the findings derived from the submitted
material art not available in this document, but will be
published in the National Final Report, scheduled for
release sometime late in 1969.

In further clarification, the FOR staff consisted of the
following: A part-time Project Director, whose pri-
mary assignment was that of /Valmont Director of the
Division of Special Disabilities (as noted above) n",1
whose position was not funded against the Project;
;sad two fulltime VR counselors and their two secre-
taries, all four of these positions budgeted under the
testarch grant. Both Plan A and Plan C counselors
were responsible for compilation of narrative case
histories. In addition, the counselors themselves col-
lected and submitted the vast majority of the objective
data.

For ready clarification, it should again be noted that
the Plan A counselor accepted cases for service either
at the point of release from some federal institution
other than the U. S. Pcnitiary, Atlanta, or at the point
of assignment to probationary supervision.
The Plan C co nsekr posted cases for serice during
incarceration. SiA to eighteen months prior to release,
and continusil to follow them into the free world and
through the point of closure.

B. Population and Sample
I. Clients served under this program were selected

from the population of the U. S. Penitentiary in
Atlanta (Plan C) and from those persons under
probationary or release supervision of the U. 3.
Probation Office or the Not them District of Geor-
gia (Plan A). In order to be considered Piligible, a
client nut have been at least 16 years of age and
not over 55. not an alien subject to deportation,
must Ime been released prior to February 29,
1968, and in this project must ha .'c been male.
These were the only eligibility criteria employed.
I, the strictest sense, we did not have a sample,
but only an applied population. The following
statements. outlining unique characteristics of the
Atlanta Project clientele. arc control-alive in nature
when applied to the total FOR population.
a. The most COMMC41 crimes committed by the

clients of both Plan A and Plan C were auto
theft, narcotic violations and violations of In-
ternal Reacno: liquor laws.

b. Plan A clients had an average number of
arrests. Plan C clients had more arrests than
the awag iota] program population,

C. Th.: age at first arrest for Atlanta clients wes
about average.

d. Plan A clients were average from the stand-
point of serious prior convictions. A greater



than average number of felonies were com-
mitted by Plan C clients.

e. Plan A clients had an average number of
prison commitments. Plan C clients had more
commitments than the total average copula-
tion.

f. Plan A clients were average in age at the time
of first commitment. Plan C clients had fe ver
early commitments.
Plan A clients were average in age. Plan C
clients were older.

h. Racial distribution was average in both plans,
i. Plan A clients were average in education.

Fewer Plan C clients had a high school educa-
tion.

Plan A .1iL nts had fewer health problems.
Plan C clients were average in this respect.

k. Plan A clients were average in marital Etaus.
Plan C clients had more common law Wk.-
tionships.

I. PIA)! A clients numbered fewer users of nae-
v °tics and this was true also of Plan C clientr.

m. Plan A clients were average in the use of
alcohol. Plan C clients had more problems in
this area.

Project clients were not specifically evaluated for
social deprivation, and Vocational Rehabilitation
criteria for defining this condition have not set
been established. However, it is believc.:. that A
cry high percentage of cur clients would fall into

a reasonable definition of this proposed disability.
The figure would probably reach 95 percent in
Plan C and approximately 80 percent in Plan A.
Since eligibility in the FOR Program was estab-
lis`ied on the basis of conviction alone, our clients
were not specifically evaluated for acceptance on
the basis of behavioral disorder, but again the per-
centage of clients who would probably have been
determined eligible by customary VR standards
under this disability was also %cry high, probably
80 per:ent of the Pian A clients and quite possibly
100 percent of the Plan C clients. Credence is
loaned to this supposition by the findings of the
Plan C Sub-Project. Applicants for services under
this program voile evaluated for eligibility on the
basis of behavioral disorder, and evetyone of them
proved to be eligible. This does not tell us anything
about feasibility, however, an it should in no way
be taken to imply that the basic vocational rehabili-
tation philosophy of accepting each indisidual case
on its own merits should be abandoned.
Client selection was made by tandem sampling.
Aelmis,ions Jummaric4 from the U. S. Pcnitantiary
and classification data from the U S. Probation

g.
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Office were reviewed on a monthly and weekly
basis respectively and a preliminary determination
of prognosis for resocialization or rehabilitation
was made on a screening basis prior to interview.
From this pro, chre, Lists of Potentials, indicating
such prognoses, were submitted to Program Head-
quarters in Seattle, at which point clients were
divided into one of three groups: the Intensive
Service Group, designated to receive services even
beyond those prescribed by the Georgia State
Manua' of Policies, and two control groups, the
difference between the two simply being in the
degree of research data gathered from each.
Control clients did not receive FOR services of any
nature. A few were served under the general stat4
program. No deliberate attempt was made to with-
hold services from FOR control clients, neither
was any intensive effort made to refer them to
ounselors in the general program. Despite the fact
that VR services, or the existence of the rehabili-
tatioi. program, was made known to the Control
Group I clients since they were interviewed and
compixted luestionnaires, very few sclf.referrals
were :eceiord by the general program.

3. A total of 462 cases were monitored for research
purposes. Of th:s number, 107 were Intensive
Service clients. 102 fell into Control Group I and
258 were monitored under Control Group II. This
may Se broken down by plan. Plan A served 62
Intensive clients and Plan C monitored 40 in this
category. Plan A monitored 248 Control Group II
cases and Plan C monitored 26 in this designation.

C. Data Collection
Under Plan A, initial interviews were arranged by th
counselor and the appropriate probation officer and
were conducted in the probation office, at which time
the first series of data was collected. A similar proce-
dure was followed under Plan C at the U. S. Peniten-
tiar:. Presentence reports were gathered by the Plan
A counselor and Admission Summaries and other per-
tinent institutional data, such as progress reports, were
azcuniulated and submitted by the Plan C counselor.
Both counselors periodically submitted continuous nar-
rative case histories and pertinent Georgia VR forms.
Under Plan A objective data, as previously described,
were gathered near the point of case assignment, agaitn
in nine weeks, nine nonths and then, two years after
assignment. This schedule was originally followed
under Plan C also, but then was varied to reflect
periods of nine months and two years after release
from prison. rather than initial contact.
All law enforcement agencies in the Atlanta area were
most coorserati.e in sup plying arrest records.



D. Treatment Procedure
Since intensive chews did not come to us seeking serv-
ices, bat lather were assigned to the project by random
sampting prior to their knowledge of its existence in
most cases, they first had to be convinced that the
program had something to ofTer. This was not difficult
in the great majority of the Plan C cases, since most
middle-aged prisoners are either aware of their needs
for rehabilitative assistance or think they perceive
some other advantage in program participation, for
example. enhancement of a parole plan. however,
resistance was encountered in approximately one-fifth
of the Plan A cases. primarily in those probationers
already gainfully employed and who felt they were
adequately adjusted.

Once the client's interest had been stimulated and his
cooperation apparel:fly secured. diagnostics were ac-
complished much in the usual VR fashion, with this
exception: since specialist escliations were not needed
to establish disability, they were secured only when
treatment was indicated.

Plan C utilized prison medical records rather than
general medical reports by private practitioners
wheneser possible, and only when examinations did
not interfve with resocialization programs, for ex-
ample. by causing clients to miss work needlessly.

The same rationale applied to psychological evalua-
tions. They '.ere obtained only when it was believed
they would influence case handling.

Ten (10) Plan A clients and seventeen (17) Plan C
clients underwent psychiatric evaluation, primarily
leading to group therapy.

All Intensive clients underwent vocational evaluation,
at the very least by taking the General Aptitude Test
Battery.

Once needs had been outlined, relyib:titatira plans
were developed in cooperative efforts invoking coun-
selor. appropriate corre-Cot,a1 officer and deli

On the basis of indisiduel need, tradition VR par-
chased services were provided:

1. Surgery and treatment

2. Prosthetic appliances

3. Hospitalization

Training

5. Maintenance and ransivriation
6. Tools, eqvipment and licenses

The multidiseiplined approach to case staffing and the
determination of client needs %vat employed when pos-
sible. Psychotherapy. either group or individual, was
pros idod whin feasible.
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Major areas of innovative services explored were:
(l) the treatment of the family as a unit rather than
simply concentrating on services to the client and (2)
the provision of emergency funds at the point of need.

Various other miscellaneous innosative services were
provided throughout the program: for example, the
purchase of rolling stock, the relocation of families, ihn
liberal but considered purchase of occupational equip-
ment. and the provision of maintenance beyond the
limits imposed by general state policy.

Counseling style is as difficult to describe accurately as
the counseling process itself. ft is believed that both
counselors strove to communicate sustained concern
for their clients' problems and an awareness of client
dignity and value as unique human beings, but possibly
these were generally conveyed in somewhat diffrent
fashions. Perhaps the Plan C counselor, with more ad-
sanccd sensitivity training, was verbally more suppor-
tive, while the Plan A counselor, with considerable
community resourcefulness and acute knowledge of
local labor market conditions, was more of an. "action
therapist." Neither affected a clinical approach or
emulated a specific school of counseling. Both did
attempt to remain as scrupulously honest with clients
as possible in mutual exchange of feelings.

it is also hoped that one of the most prominent fea-
Ryes of the counseling procedure was immediacy, or
the provision of services at the point of need, or crisis
intervention on a reality revel

One of the best aspects of the entire FOR Program was
an innovation bull into each project. Caseloads were
maintained by design el manageable size, no more
than 50 Intensive clients at a time. Thus an oppor-
tunity was afforded to actually provide counseling and
to offer what was believed to be genuine support.

E. Procedure Followed in Preparing
Continuation Grant Reque.t:tt. and
Final Report

Under the supersision of the Project Director, the
Plan C counselor had the responsibility of preparing
the budgetary sections and drafting Oa narrative pre,
scntations of grant requests. Once these had been re-
siced by the Project Director, they were presented to
the Executive Committee. Revisions were made during
committee nrctings and later refined by the Plan C
counselor and the Director. the completed requests
mere submitted to the Division of Research and
Demonstrction, Social and Rehabilitation Service, De-
partment of Health. Education and Welfare, Wash.
ington. D. C.

Preparation of the final report was accomplished in a
similar fashion.



III. Results
A. Formal and informal Relationships
1. Although this project was jointly sponsored, the

Office of Vocational Rehabilitation assumed the
responsibility for administration of the working ar-
rangement in cooperation with the U. S. Probation
Office for the North,rn District of Georgia and the
Classification, Parole Section of the U. S. Peniten-
tiary. Since the FOR Program was launched, a new
program and a new division were formed within
the Vocational Rehabilitation Agency. This was
the Program for Public Offenders, a section of the
Div sion lot Special Disabilities. The Program for
Public Offenders was under the direction of W. A.
Cru np, Assistant Division Director, who also
functioned as Project Director. The overall format
of the Project has not changed since its inception
in 1965.

Reliance was ?laced on the Program Office in
Scottie for overtiil general direction; however with
a few exceptions relevant to innovative services,
this project did not rely heavily on National Head.
qua 'lets for decision:; in specific implementation.
In the beginning the Program Office was called
upe n to assist the Project in program interpreta-
tion and procedure, but operatior.al policy was
locally established. it is not believed that adminis-
trrtive responsibility in the conduct of the Project
wally changed during its life.

2. In most respects, our present agreement on service
to offenders compares favorably to our initial ex-
pectations. The major cha.ige oceured in certain
tields of innovation. For vomit, we began work-
ing with the family as a unit rather than simply
the client, and then. too, we developed the provi-
sion of emergency services at tNe point of actual
need. Although serscies, therefore, have expanded
since we began, it was not fo Ind necessary to alter
our former agreement, since the agreement stated
that certain senices would be provided. These
were listed, but the statement was also inserted
that sersices would not be limited to those
originally tabulated.

Tut references in the precteding paragraph are to
our written, or formal, agreement. On a more sub-
jective basis, several Fleas went through a process
of discosery and some of them were subjected to
:hange. Perhaps out next comments might best be
prefaced, however, by the statement that nothing
untoward happened because more than one agency
was treating a single client. No doubt because of
the past involsement of the Georgia Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation with the two Atlanta
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Federal Correctional Agencies, no concern was
experienced about the possibility of losing case
control by any of the partic;pating units.
The statutory assignment of responsibilities to Cor-
rections and the Office of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Services was recognized. Aside from the con-
sideration of legality, agreement was unanimously
reached that VR counselors would not be dele-
gated authority or responsibility for any correc-
tional control whatsoever and that the counselor's
rote should be strictly pasted to the area of treat-
ment. Likewise, correctional officers were not ex-
pected to initiate and develop vocational rehabili-
tation plans. However, we did find that a major
key to the rehabilitation of the offender lies in a
free exchange of planning information, regardless
of basic responsibility. Beyond the clear-cut re-
sponsibilities established by mission and law, it
was found to be impossible to assign specific areas
cf concern.
Some overlapping was inevitable. What was found
to be important was the amount of genuine com-
munication transmitted between VR and the cor-
rectional agencies Since we adopted the premise
that corrections and VR share a common interest
in the rehabilitation of offenders, then there really
wasn't much difference in basic philosophy, and we
believe that the differences in approach that were
found to exist varied more according to the train-
ing. experience and sophistication of the individual
practitioners rather than between agencies them-
selves

In the beginning it was difficult for the counselor
to develop and implement innovative services. This
was no doubt due to a reluctance to depart from
the security of established procedure. This problem
was eventually overcome an- both counselors
reached a point of comfortable adjustment in ex-
ploring new areas of assistance.

The next problem was also natural enough and
not very foreign to governmental agencies in
general. Difficulty was experienced in securing
identification of the I-OR Project as a research,
rather than a service, program. This hindrance,
too, was also finally overcome, primarily by in-
volving top administrative personnel of the Office
of nehabilitation Services in Executive Committee
meetings. Ir. fact one of the major achievements
of the Executive Committee was that it was instru-
mental in having an insertion made in our State
Manual of Policies to the ..ffect that should a re-
search and demonstration grant be teethed, the
pros;sions of that grant would take precedence over
all portions of the manual. Once this was published,
difficulties with second level supervision, statisti-



cal reporting, casework procedures, etc., were
virtually eliminated.

3. Our state VR agency made special financial ar-
rangements to free FOR from general policy limi-
tations. For example, a specific person was assigned
to handle all FOR accounts in our bookkeeping
department. This greatly facilitated service to
clients. After the initial year's operation, there
were no problems encountered in obtaining emer-
gency funds for such things as food, shelter, and
clothing. Both FOR counselors in Atlanta were
furnished with imprest bank accounts, and these
greatly enhanced the provision of emergency serv-
ices.

4. The Atlanta Project most definitely had a func-
tioning, sometimes even fractious, executive com-
mittee. Ilovvever, it was primarily through this unit
that we eventually "awoke to the cheerful dis-
covery that the disciplines of psychiatry, psychol-
ogy, socicl ,gy, correctional and vocational reha-
bilitation counseling can all learn ore from the
others and thereby homogenize toward common
destinations."
Regular membership was composed of a.: fol-
lowing:

The Project Director, who served as the commit-
tee chairman,

The Plan C counselor, who served as Project Co-
ordinator.

The Chicf U. S. Probation Officer for the Northern
District of Georgia.

The Chief of Classification and parole, U, S.
Penitentiary.

The Plan A counslor.
The Chief Project Consultani, who Asa provided

consultation in sociology and research.
Two consultants in psychiatry.
One consultant in psychology.

The Project Observer, who also ftrved as a con-
sultant in sociology.

With but a few exceptions, this committee regu-
larly met on a monthly basis. As noted above, the
Project Director served as chairm-n. In his absence
the Project Coordinate r chaired the meetings. An
agenda was always pri.sided in adsance. Planning
for subsequent mcctinis usually took place toward
the end of a prior meting.
Meetings were held it several localities, because it
was believed Mei( al for the committee to
become acquain!ed with sarious installations
throughout the Atlan-s area in srrsice to partic-u
Ian disabilities. Thai meetings were not charac-
terized by strict par! amentarianism. The germ,
format was democraic in nature, the chairman,
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although functioning as group leader, allowed all
members of the committee free and open expres-
sion within reasonable adherance to ar. agenda
decided at the beginning of each meeting.

5. The task of the Executive Committee w is multi-
fold. It was used for the following:

a. problem solving

b. general project administration

c. case staffing and handling

d. staff development

c. socialization and

f. information gathering and dissemination

For example, the project director frequently
brought information concerning general agency
administration, program planning and development
to the committee for general reaction and orienta-
tion. The Executive Committee was freqintly
utilized as an advisory body to organizations within
the VR Agency deel;rig with public offenders, but
not specifically involved with the FOR Project. It
is believed generally by the committee members
that the one major criticism that we might ha%e to
offer ourselves is that we occasionally tended to
become overly involved from time to time with
administrative matters, such as the establishment
of fees for consultants. However, is a consensus
that the co,nmittee was productive from the stand-
point of supporting innovative services in confer-
ence with our parent VR agency. It was also
invaluable in the area of case staffing.

6. Of the federal agencies active in the Atlanta FOR
Project, the Vocational Rehabilitation Administra-
tion (now Rehabilitation Services Administration)
would most likely be cited as that agency most
affecting the outcome, insofar as the program itself
was sponsored by VRA. However, as it now
stands, both the U. S. Probation Se.-vice and the
U. S, I3urcat. of Prisons (represented by the U. S.
Penitentiary, Atlanta) should be given equal bill-
ing This project was characterized by the close
cooperation of all these agencies, and it is not
believed that any one of them affected outcome
more than its fellow participants.

B. Parent Agencies in Relation to FOR
1. VocJional RchabAitation

a. No s.crsices were denied FOR clients because
of ,tate or federal agncy rules, such as regula-
tions governing the establishment of economic
eligibility. Instead services were provided on
open assessment of client need.

b. 111 hin the limitations of mailable finances, out



State VR Agency does not ration services in
the general sense, that is, certain fee schedules
are adhered to, some specific purchases are
controlled, but no ceiling amount is placed on
a case involving any given disability. Appli-
cants .,lust meet eligibility requirements and
be coi,sidered feasible for eventual employ-
ment but lack of coopera!ion must be amply
demonstrited before services are declined.
Sens len to FOR clients were in no waj
rationed beyond the financial boundaries set by
the awarded researcit grant

c. Our State R Agency does have a closure
quota system.

At one point it did affect FOR indirectly in
that we were compared, naturally unfavorably,
with other units within the agency. However,
this sort of "pressure" was never serious so far
as the project was concerned. Once our identity
as a research effort had been established, we
were in no way affected by the closure quota
5) stem.

d. It is believed that several qualities made our
State VR Agency a good choice for FOR
research. For one, we have worked with
Federal Offenders at the U. S. Penitentiary,
Atlanta, for many years, at one time on an
itinerant basis and later by the signment of a
fuffime counselor. In addition, we have had
a comprehensive program at the Georgia In-
dustrial Institute, Alto, for young offenders
since 19(.3. In general, the policies of this state
agency are liberal and broadly stated. They
are used, genrally, as guidelines, which might
be broached upon ,easonable presentation of
necessity for doing so on a basis of client need.
Georgia VR has history of pioneering inno-
vative services with several disabilities. It has
always been an agency that has been receptive
to experimentation in research and demonstra-
tion. It should also be recognized that the late
Assistant Superintendent of Schools for Reha-
biiitation Services. Dr. A. P. Jarrell, was
extremely progressive.

2. Probation t'arole

a. During the calendar year 1968, each of the
nine probation officers of this district who
carry a full cav:Iciad (the chief and the super-
vising probation officers do not carry full case-
loads) completed an average of six present-
ence reports per month and had an average of
84 persons per month uncter supervisicsn. All
probation officers did both presentence investi-
gations and supervision. Assignments were
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made on a geographical basis. Each officer was
responsible for a portion of metropolitan
Atlanta as well as a segment of the outlying
area of the 46-county district.

b. Probationers and parolees who lived in metro-
fx-Oitan. Atlanta reported to the probation office
in person between the first and seventh day if
each month. The office was open until 9:00
p.m. on the first Monday and first Wednesday
of each month with the full staff of officers
present. The Flan A VR counselor also sched-
uled appointments with clients during the
reporting period, often at night. Clients who
lived outside the metropolitan area of Atlanta
reported by mail. Personal and collateral visits
were made by the probation officer during
monthly field trips.

c. Each officer strove to have peisonal contact
with each of his clients no less than once a
month. When the press of presentence work
and other responsibilities did not permit this,
officers saw clients on the basis of n:ed. Crisis
situations were given immediate attention, no
matter how him consuming the problems
might be. There was no real conflict between
officers and VR counselors with respect to
choosing clients for whom real effort would be
expended, since such decisions were handled
on a collaborative basis.

'1. Conditions of supervision, such as travel re-
strictions. the avoidance of association with
known criminals, etc., did not stand in the way
of the VR counselor's plans. This arca was
also handled in cooperative fashion

c. The U. S. Probation Office for the Northern
District of Georgia has throughout several
seats shown considerable interest in the voca-
tional rehabilitation process. The present Chief
Probation Officer participated in the early
planning of the FOR Program prior to its
actual inception. Staff morale seemed to be
exceptionally high. Although by no means
willing to abdicate client responsibility to the
VR counselor, all officers in the district have
evidenced a willingness to cooperate in voca-
tional rehabilitation planning.

Al.hough the Chief Probation Officer possessed
strong leadership qualities he was receptive to
suggestions offered by his officers and he
treated reasonable ideas with an open mind.
The judges of the Northern District of Georgia
were also responsive to suggestions made by
the Probation Office and judgements were then
handed down with impartiality.



3. Prison Classification and Parole Office.

a. Each parole officer had a caseload of approxi-
mately 280 inmates. Nearly 80 per cent of the
caseworker's time 3S spent on administrative
,natters: preparing Admissions Summaries,
Progress Reports, and coinpleting various other
items of paper work. This allocated about 20
percent of his working schedule for actual
client contact,

b. Inmates did not regularly report to the parole
office on a specified day of the week. A period
in the middle of the day, known as "Happy
Hour", was set aside for inmates to contact
their parole officers if they wished to do so
without first having to he called out for the
purpose. In other words this contact was volun-
tary. Because of the large caseloads carried by
each officer, inmates were not ordinarily called
ou unless there was a specific reason for doing
so. such as the preparation of an Annual Prog-
ress Report. This is not meant to imply that
inmates were seen only once a year, because
they were interviewed whenever a chance in cur-
rent program was indicated or if some uther
matter indicative of attention arose. In addition
to the noon hour p.riacl, an inmate could make
written request fo. an interview on the basis
of legitimate reason.

c. It seemed that the complainers, the tioubie
makers, and those prone to crisis situations
received the most attention. Again there was
no real conflict between parole officers anal the
VR counselor with respect to choosing clients
for whom real effort would be expended.

most of the officers were well aware of the
research nature of the FOR Project, but two or
three of them ozcasionally expressed displeas-
ure that iax te.cnue was being expended on
inma is ti ey considered to be partici. fatly
ward c ts or those they believed to rahibit

r favorable suo:ess ognoses. Despite
these ta: occasions, however. an mmosphere
of co:vaation prevailed.

It wo.ild be interesting to record how these pre-
d.cteJ failures faired ender FOR services, but
no records were kept it project level of indi-
vidual cr,seworker predictions. It k the coon-
s?lor'; impression that they were tairly accura,e
and they w;11 be tome out in the National
Report.

d. The only caalidition of release that demanded
sudden 8,11nstment in rehabilitation planning
was the parole granted on short notice. this was
not a a;cus problem and these adjustments
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were ordinarily accomplished without undue
d fiiculty. Work release did not pose any prob-
lem at all. All FOR Intensive Clients were
known as such by their parole officers. Conse-
qtlentl) the counselor participated in work re-
lease planning, particularly in job placement,
but carried no decision making authority in
determining client eligibility for the activity and
did not presume to initiate any request for
work release assignment.

The Chief of Classification and Parole parti-
cipated actively on the FOR Executive Com-
mittee. His cooperation in institutional admin-
istrative matter; was inavluable in the gather-
ing of research data and the facilitation of case-
work.

C. Interaction Among Staff Members
I In the case of institutionalised clients and of those

under some form of release supervision, case con-
trol primarily, logically, and legally, rested with
corrections. Vocational Rehabilitation was looked
upon only as a strong community resource. Both
the correctional agencies and Vocational Rehabili-
tation '"ere. obviously working toward the common
goal of offender rehabilitation, and as such, in-
dividual cfro,i: were d rested toward like destina-
tions. There i no question that functional over-
lapping occured in many cases during the life of
the project.

2. The NT. counselor operated differently from the
correctonal staff member in the degree of authority
exercised upon clients. The counselor had no legal
authority to require. for example, that clients ad-
here to any program outlined for them, whereas
the correctional officer was charged with the
responsibility of seeing that clients followed the
rules of probation and obeyed institutional ref da-
kns 11,1wever, no great difference in philosophy
was discovered and counserig techniques were
found to be surprisingly similar and based upon the
same treatment orientations. The essential differ-
ences in equipment were located in the correctional
officer's legal authority and the financial resources
available to the VR counselor. So far as toleration
toward failure was concerned, there seemed to be.
in general. little difference in attitude, and ..-hen
legally possible. correctional staff seemed willing
to make allowance for infractions not serious
enough to warrant official action.

the really big asset in the possession of the VR
counselor was sufficient allowance n time to work
intensively with ci;ents in an exj ression of sus-
tained concern.



3. Correctional Staff Reactions to Vocational Re-
habilitation Counselors

a. The probation officer did not view the VR
counselor as representing a threat to his
authority. Again, he saw the counselor as an
envoy of strong community resource.

b. By statute, control of clients assigned 'o the
Probation Office is vested in either the U. S.
District Court, U. S Board of Parole, or the
Adjutant General, Department of the Army,
depending on the client's status, that is, proba-
tion, parole, mandatory release or military
parole Control is exercised through the proba-
tion officer who is the authorized representative
of the heretofore named agencies. Therefore
the VR counselor scarcely represented a threat
in this area. And it would appear that Voca-
tional Rehabilitation by the nature of its own
design would not wish 'o control supervision.

The demarcation of atahojiy, if anything, was
more apparent in the institutional setting. In
fact the Plan C Counselor made a deliberate
effort to establish and maintain his identity as
a representative of a free world agency without
correctional authority of any nature This was
done in the Hid that emphasis on association
with the free community was more amenable to
developing positive resocialization attitudes in
the client, and it seetned apparent that this
identity was favorably received by clients and
penitentiary caseworkers alike.

c. Correctional staff and the two project coun-
selors, in sharing cases, concluded that exten-
sive use of the counselor in the correctional
rehabilitation process was appropriate, non-
conflicting, and effective.

d. It is the opinion of the Atlanta Project partici-
pants that correctional and vocational rehabili-
tation staff identities and affiliations should
remain as they now stand and that VR coun-
selors should be assigned to probation offices
and institutions with duties and responsibilities
outlined oy inter-agency agreements.

4. Close case staffing was a feature of the Atlanta
Project.

a. VR case records were supplied to corrections
at the point of rehabilitation plan development.
Admissions Summaries, pre-sentence investiga-
tions and progress reports were supplied to
Vocational Rehabilitation in 211 cases.

b. The VR counselors attended correctional staff
meetings only on specific occasions, for exam-
ple, to pros ide or receise orientation on topics
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of mutual interest. Such attendance occured
about twice a year.

5. No veto was exercised by correctional staff on any
major occasion. Both VR counselors were well
enough acquainted with correctional regulations to
avoid making unreasonable requests. Concurrence
for all major planning was sought and received in
an atmosphere of cooperation, but no rigid set of
rules was laid down for this procedure.

6. In all honesty, no tensions were observed in staff
job definition, So far as is known, they simply did
not exist to any notable degree,

7. The primary change in operation occured as the
Plan C Counselor removed his activities from the
Penitentiary to the Atlanta VR District Office,
where. incidentally, records and clerical support
were housed throughout the project. This change
was not abrupt and took place gradually as pro-
ject clients were re'.:ased from prison. The shift
in emphasis of treatment is synonymous to the
difference in svorking with clients in the structured
institutional setting and that of the free %%Hid.

D. Relationship Between VRC and His
Parent Agency

1. The Plan A Counselor was originally located in the
U. S. Probat;on Office cortlex itself. Later, be-
cause of the s'sortage of space created by the allo-
cation of an additional officer, his operation was
transferred to an office rented by Vocational Re-
habilitation just across the street from the Proba-
tion Office. It was believed that the Plan A Coun-
celor should be located as nearby as possible to
the Probation Office in order to facilitate not only
client contact but also the accumulation of neces-
sary research material. The Plan C Counselor oc-
cupied two offices: one in the Atlanta District
Office and the other at the J. S. Penitentiary.

The office at the Penitentiary was maintained in
order to facilitate initial contact with Plan C clients
and to carry on case services while the clients were
still incarcerated. It was believed from the very
beginning that an outside office would be abso-
lutely necetsary in order to afford released clients
a point of contact with the Plan C Counselor after
discharge and also because of the problem of the
confidentiality of records, telephone facilities, and
the availability of space for clerical staff, file cabi-
Lets. etc. The Plan A counselor spent approxi-
mately 25 percent of his time in his own office,
approximately 2S percent in the correctional
agency s office, and 50 percent of his time in the
field contacting clients. In the beginning, the Plan
C Counselor spent approximately 15 percent of his



hme at the institutional (lac end only about 25
percent in his own office. Throughout the project
each Liunselor spent approximately 5 percent of
his time in the VR Agency State Office. Tovard the
cud of the pr ject, all of his clients having been
released (except two (2) who were reincarcerated)
the Plan C Counselor spent almost no time at all
at the Penitentiary and the imiitutional office was
abandoned. Because of additional project -con-
nected administrative and planning assigrments,
this counselor then devoted about 60 percent of his
itinerary to his down town office and some 30 per-
cent to the field contacting clients and gathering
data, the remaining 10 percent being devoted to
the State Office and various conferences and meet-
ings.

2, The degree of isolation suffered by the project
counselors from other Vk counselors was not sig-
nificant, although sonic of it was inevitable. How -
ever, this was compensated for by bimonthly staff
meetings with the entire staff of the Atlanta Dis-
trict Office.

3. In Atlanta, the project counselors were fortunate
insofar as two of them were assigned to the project.
It is only understandable that they identified mostly
one with the other in the sharing of woes and suc-
cesses rather than with other project participants.

4. It should be amphasized that the Atlanta Project
was characterized by the amount of responsibility
delegated to the counselors themselves. Supervision
was always available from the Project Director
upon request, but after the initial "tooling-up"
period of the project, the counselors themselves ap-
proved treatment procedures. Unly when mbnetary
decisions were of considera'ole magnitude were the
counselors obligated to request administrative ad-
%ice. Since the counselors alone were primarily re-
sponsible for both monetary and treatment deci-
sians, the two were easily coordinated.

S. It is believed tha an exceptional amount of dis-
cretion was afforded each of the Atlanta coun-
selors. Although it was difficult in the beginning
to exercise individual discretion in the provision of
innovative services. both counselors rapidly devel-
oped this facility.

6. There has been little question in the Atlanta Pro-
jeer but that the Project Director was the closest
ally of the counselors when agency approval for
new and radical case services was needed. Addi-
tional support was given by the Stale Supervisor
for Physical Restoration Services and various dif-
ferent heath of Bookkeepiig and Accounting.

7. Both counselors had previous experience in work-
ing with public offenders. The Man A Counselor
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had been preciously employed by the Fulton
County Probation System in Atlanta and the Plan
C Counselor had approximately one year's experi-
enca as a VR counselor in working with federal
offer ders prior to the beginning of the FOR Pro-
ject. A greater unders,anding of research and of
the sort of information that the parent FOR Pro-
gram was seeking would have been of tremendous
help to the counselors in understanding the neces-
sity for administering the various devices called for
by the progr,im. Although it may sound somewhat
facetious, the counselors were occasionally under
the impression that (I) correctional participants
would ha% c preferred that the counselors were
more competent correctional officers, (2) be-
havioral scientists on the consulting staff would
have preferred that the counselors were more
psychologically oriented and (3) the State Office
Bookkeeping Department would have preferred
that the counselors were more competent account-
ants. No doubt the Seattle staff would have pre-
ferred that tie counselors were more competent
researchers. In general, the couns *rs thought that
they were pretty good counselors.

the following on-thejob training suggestions might
be appt opriate:

a. Further training in abnormal psychology.

b. Job analysis.

c. Interpretation and utilization of psychological
testing.

d. Further training in behavioral modification.
e. Further sensitivity training.

f. Further training in the theories of vocational
es aluation.

g. Management practices.

h. Cultural anthropology.
i. Famii; and marital aounseling.

j. Basic orinciples tag data processing,

E. Client Needs and Treatment
1. Our purpose in this section is to illuminate the

primary needs of pu'olic offenders as we subjec-
tively perceived them through observation of our
randomly assigned clientele. It seems logical to
assume that most of these needs existed at the
point of assignment to the project caseload, or at
least were inherent at that time, but a number of
them were nit revealed until some later period in
the diagnostic or casework process; for example,
with the exception of these v,ho participated in
grove psychotherapy while still incarcerated,
had relatively little to go on in assessing the social
and familial problems that might be encounterel



by any givein prisoner client of he was discharged
to the very different stress situations of the un-
structured free wuild.

We are much encouraged by the number of these
problems that Were overcome ssith project assist-
ance. Of course some were not and still exist. In
this part of the report, however, we have not tabu-
lated outcome, hut, again, are attempting only to
illustrate the primacy of offender needs. One ex-
ception may he found in the outcome observations
by the Plan A Counselor on those of his clients
who arc now in prison.

As previously mentioned, we did not have the
benefit of data analysis on the project level and
the significant findings to be published later by
Program Headquarters in Seattle may invalidate
some of cur statistics.

The following is a listing of the primary needs of
each intensive client of both Plan A and Plan C by
caseload number.

PLAN A

8 Client is now in prison. Primary :teed is re-
adjustment to the free world after release.

9 Client deceased (murdered).
11 Needed to slay out of lottery business.
14 Client is now in prison. Primary need is re-

adjustment to the free world after release.
24 Client needed higher education commensurate

with academic potential.
38 Client needed more stable home life and ability

to use within income.
43 Client needed more formal education and bet-

ter living conditions commensurate with poten-
tial.

56 Client is now in prison. Re-adjustment to the
free world is client's primary need after release.

F Chem needed to establish home for mother and
daughter.

75 Client is now in prison. Re-adjustment to the
free world after release is client's primary need.

89 Client now in prison. Re-adjustment to the free
world after release is client's primary need.

94 Client now in prison. Re-adjustment to the free
world after release is client's primary need.

98 Client hail long prison record, had never been
able to control temper and des eloping such
control E well as better money manageme..,
were his primary needs.

100 Client needed to overcome heavy drinking
problem. lack matority. roe e work habits.
and needed greater education.
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107 Client needed to break away from a family with
a long history of making illicit liquor and to
break himself of the habit of attempting to
earn "easy" money and needed better educa-
tion commensurate with his potential.

146 Client suffered from reduced income du to
criminal record, needed to regain an income
equal to his old job before conviction and thus
the ability to re-establish higher patterns of
living.

161 Client showed 'lack of good judgment end was
an habitual liar. 'Seeded to act more like a
man.

173 Client's primary need was to establisii a home,
also needed inereesed income.

175 Deceased.

177 Client needed to increase his income to meet
his family obligations.

2(i2 Client had long history of hanging around with
the wrong crowd. Needed to increase his in-
come and improve his associates.

204 Client's primary need was to be recognized by
his company and friends. He had been on the
same job for twelve years %kithout a promotion.

221 Client's primary needs mere for higher educa-
tion and better lit ing conditions.

228 Client assreciated ssith the Va.:i,g Crowd, was
weak and lazy. Primary need was to take a
long lool at himself.

231 Client was 48 years old, lacked skills, aceded
training,

248 Client needed training commensurate with
limited intelligence.

252 Client had lived a restless life, had always been
a "con" artist. `'ceded to settle down and had
ability to do so.

254 Client had been in liquor business for many
years. Had very, little other evils irce. His
primary need was to secure employment that
paid as much money as the liquor business.

269 Gient needed to develop more ietermination
toss 3rd species objectives.

275 Client worked eighty to ninety hours per week
(24 hour k.rociery store jeb) needed to spend
more time ssith family.

279 Client needed to make better use of his earn-
ings. made good money during the surn.ner,
hooever, w as often laid ofi during the winter
(construction wort} -

287 Client needed to mature and stand on his own
feel. his father had spoiled him.



314 Client vras weak, needed to separate from
crowd o; male thieves and other undesirable
associates.

323 Client was it "smart guy" with "ii,o,e know-how
than anyone. Needed to change his "initude.

327 Client had ability to complete college and do
well, however greater application was his

strongest need.

328 Client needed to increase his income and
secure better living quarters for his family.

332 Client had family problems which needed at.
tention.

334 Clicnt was immature, let his family keep him
in difficulty, and needed to secure more. stable
..tployment.

338 Client is now in prisoa. Primary need is read-
justment to the free world after release.

342 Client had lack of education, needed motivation
t improve himself.

343 Clicnt needed overcome serious drinking
problem.

347 Client now in prison. Primary need is readjust-
ment to the free world after release.

353 Client had good background and came from a
-: family, but needed the motivation in take

advantage of his opportunities.

367 Client had a lack of education and needed
motivation to improve himself,

369 Client revealed complete lack of regard for
society, refused to obey its rules and needed to
take a long look at himself.

381 Client has absconded, warrant has been issued.
Client's roost urge need is to straighten ,rim-
self out with the authorities.

383 Client suffered from the lack of education,
however, had to work to support his mother
and younger brothers and sisters and therefore,
his most urgent need was more income.

386 Clicnt is now in prison. Primary necd is re-
adjustment to the free world after release.

390 Client needed to establish family and commun-
ity tics.

424 Client had refused to take advantage of oppor-
tunities. preferred to he a hippie and tic, work.
Needed to overcome these attitudes and also
needed more formal education.

436 Client now in prison. Primal,' need is read-
justment to the free world after release.

555 Client was in poor health, a heavy drinker,
would not work regularly. Drew a VA Pension,
therefore. say no need to improve himself and
was content with this sorry lot.
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709 Client lived with family in a small 'own 50
miles from Atlanta, needed more ecucation,
however, would not overcome the obstacles
necessary to obtain it.

711 Client was skilled elevator repairman, earned
81,000 per month, however, lacked ability to
properly manage his money.

713 Client withed to attend airplane repair school,
however, failed to pass G.E.D. and needed
more education training.

714 Client lacked motivation to follow through
with his opportunities.

717 Client was a "hippie" refused to work, and
needed therapeutic aselisranee in overcoming his
maladjustment.

721 Client was a hard worker and tried hard, how-
ever, lacked ability to manage money and
needed to der el, la

724 Client refused to take advantage of opportun-
ities, was content to stay on hard, low paying
job, and needed to stay from the asso-
ciates that led him toward "easy" money and
troubic with the law.

741 Client misrepresented his educational back-
ground to all concerned, and constantly tended
toward lying. needed to Fettle down in one
field and do a good job in any one chosen
occupation.

805 Client needed to settle down on one job a'd
prove himself at least once.

PLAN C

20 Client needed to overcome drug addiction.

33 Client needed to recognize and adjust to the
ambivalent love-hate feelings for his mother
that have governed so many of his actions
throughout his li`e and also needed to rceog-
r,ire the fait that his criminality had icached
the stage of a serious disease that could not be
overcome simply by intelliz,ence and vocational
skill.

46 Client greatly needed a feeling of acceptance
and understanding of his various psychological
problems, also needed status and recognition
through the vocational skills that he did ob-
viously possess. needed money for necessary
occupational tools.

48 Client needed to overcome long, deep-seated
patterns of criminality.

55 Client needed to take better physical care of
himself and stop relying upon the crutches of
al. thol and barbiturates.



59 Client needed to overcome the detrimental in-
fluence of a very domineering wife and to
develop a more positive self-image.

77 Client needed money to provide occupational
tools.

145 Client needed to recognize violation of 1R7,1,
as a crime dc,pite the long his' ory of boot.
legging that his family had produced, or, if he
did not reali.r.e it was a crime, he at least
needed to come to grips with the fact that he
spent a lot of non-productive time i t prison
because of these violations.

169 Undetermined.

197 Client needed to secure employment commen-
surate with his high degree of verbal skill, lack
of manual dexterity and work experience, and
also needed to overcome strong depeadeney
upon mother.

20.1 Client needed to fight his way out of extremely
c1:21eult, overwhelming family and domestic
problems and ro resolve the fact that he simply
had a poor marriage on his hands.

242 Client, although extremely intelligent and
highly sk:lied vocationally, needed to overcome
his almost overwhet'aing desire to return to
the security of prison.

251 Client needed to mature and develop a sense
of responsibility through success experiences.

:60 Client needed to overcome deep-seated patterns
of criminality and a tendency toward violence.

322 Client needed a sett'ed family home life and
the sort of job placement that would enable
him to use his highly developed skill as a paper
cutler without being physically damaged by his
below -knee amputation.

417 Client needed to overcome 3 serious drinking
problem, needed training commensurate with
his high degree of intelligence and clerical skill
needed success experiences and improvement
of self image.

458 Client, despite evceitional intelligence, was a
psychosomatic paraplegic and needed long
term institutional care in a mental health
facility.

466 Client n-eded employment commensurate with
intelligence and skill, needed adequate income
to support his family and needed sufficient
vocational status to overcome feeling of inferi-
ority toward his in -laws.

477 Undetermined.
544 Client needed a great deal o: warmth and sus-

tained concern in readjusting to the free world
after many, many yea's as a vecran convict,
needed an understanding employer.

522 "..,lient neected to deselcp a sense of respon-
sibility and rno:e accept able work nabits.

557 Client needed employment with sufficient in-
come to meet his own and family needs, needed
to be reminded that he w-s a worthy human
being and not necessarily a prearri::ial
criminal.

625 Client needed to overcome the most ma:ked
development of denial evidenced eta this case-
load, needed to throw off the effects of a really
tragic and terrible childhood, needed to
develop genuine rather than extremely ambi-
valent feelings toward people in general,
strongly needed succ ss experiences.

632 Client needed money, needed to overcome a
pattern of violent behavior by recognizing the
feelings ti.at produced such behavior.

663 Client needed job placement commensurate
with his highly developed vocational skill and
needed support of the positive feelings that he
had already developed in such areas as respon-
sibility, etc.

576 Client needed to try and stop "conning" the
whole world and utilize a genuine approach to-
wand something, anything, other than crimin-
ality.

681 Client needed desperately to adjust to his
homosexuality and 'o overcome habits of truely
dangerous violence,

704 Chent needed long-term care in some sort of a
public institution for the rest of his life, be-
cave of mental retardation, illiteracy, ex-
tremely poor physical condition and total lack
of work experience.

925 Client needed to find employment commen-
sutate with his intelligence but lack of work
experience.

. 932 Client needed to develop more acceptable work
habits in conjunction with a highly developed
vocational

1003 Cher t needed to be honest with himself and
with others as far as his feelings and motives
were concerned, needed to overcome what is
apparently a chronic habit of

1089 Undetermined.

1095 Client needed to mature, throw of! extremely
strong drpcndcncy upon his n Atter, needed
success expriences very much in employment
commensurate with his intelligence but lack of
skill.

1244 Client needed an employer who would under-
stand that he would be a very determined and
probably loyal employee if it was only under-
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stood that he was functionally and vocationally
retarded.

1271 Client needed a settled family life and employ-
ment commensurate with skill.

1348 Client was another who needed to stop trying
to con the whole world and take a genuine
approach to something, a marriage, a job,
helping agencies and persons, anything.

1349 Client greatly needed to overcome his fear of
the free world after a lifetime behind bars and
to realize that he was vocationally limited
because of his age, lack of education and skill

1409 Client needed to overcome a severe drinking
problem, needed to be treated for a condition
that bordered on the psychotic and needed to
rebuild himself with assistance into at least a
reasonable facsimile of a member of the human
race.

1531 Client needed to recognize violation of 1RLL
as a crime and that he spent many unproduc-
the years behind bars and needed to recognize
his guilt feelings toward wife and children be-
cause of his lack of family leadership while in
pt ;son,

1535 Client needed employment commensurate with
vocational skill and emplcyer who would
recognize his :votential of loyalty, determination
to succeed and hard work.

1790 (tient needed tc adjust to his homosexuality,
needed some sort of positive self-image..

the following is a summarization of client needs:

PLAN A

Readjustment to free world 13

Avoid gambling 1

More education 12

Overcome domestic problems 8

Recognize and adjust to feelings 3

Overcome drinkling problem 3

Adequate employment (higher income) 8

Need to mature 15

Acceptance and recognition . ............

Training 2

Bettcr money management ....... 3

Improve work habits 3

Undetermined 3

Note: Only primary needs are indicated. Many clients
had most of these needs in secondary degrees.
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PLAN C

Overcome drug addiction 1

Recognize and adjust to feelings 14

Acceptance and understanding 9

Money (or increased income) 5

Overcome deep patterns of criminality 6

Overcome drinking problem ... 15

Employment commensurate with ability _ 15

Overcome domestic problems 4

l_ong.-.erm institutiona, . ,c 2

Improve working .. ..... 2

Undetermined

Noie: Primary problems only are indicated. Many
clients had most of these needs in secondary degrees.

h. Evaluating true client needs is an extremely
complex process. To the best of our knowledge
there are no standardized tests that would suf-
fice in working with offenders. It is extremely
difficult to identify needs because effender
clients themselves have a great deal of difficulty
in formulating an accurate expression of them.
It is our belief that they do not necessuPly do
this capriciously, but out of an innate inability
to recognize their own feelings. It is believed
that the best known method for evaluating
offender needs derives from a multi-disciplined
team approach to c'..se diagnostics. Eagh case
must be examined individually, and we do not
have a standard procedure that might be ap-
plied to all of them. Until something more con-
crete is presented, a studied consideration of
available objective data moderated by en-
counter observations and subjective profes-
sional judgement must remain in consideration
as our most reliable yardstick.
Psychological testing was seldom used in this
project. Since eligibility was based upon con-
viction alone, testing was nnt necessary to
establish eligibility on the basis of behavioral
disorder, The Revised Beta and the SAT, ad-
ministered by prison staff psychometrists, were
employed to indicate Lange of intelligence and
lo .el of academic functioning. It was believed
that projects e testing would be extraneous
unless there was some indication that it might
actually be used to determine case handling.
We relied more upon psychiatric evaluation,
usually in a group setting. or the multi-disci-
plined approach to case staffing.

c. The need to improve our evaluative techniques
is realized, and we are presently searching fr



ways to do this. For example, an effort is being
made to determine whether or not we can
develop any sort of valid prediction tables
based on information from the Georgia Indus-
trial Institute for Youthful Offenders already
in our data banks coupled to a follow-up study
after release.

d. Not too much success is experienced initially
in spotting client needs. We do not really fed
oserly defensive abot,t thi:, because we were
essentially entering a new field and more or less
feeling our way along as we went

e. An inaccurate initial identification I reed.
dol.:biles% slows down case progre, unless

it results in a disastrous decision, it is not be-
!ied that it necessarily' would affect success in
the long run. Basic needs, such as food, cloth-
ing, and shelter are fairly easy to identify, and
if one accepts the premise utat the majority of
public :Mender clients share a need to under-
star.d and recognize their feelings and how they
manifest themselve: in behavior, then treat-
ment de:ling an extended period of psychologi-
cal diagnostics would probably not vary too
much until these deeper needs have been
identified.

2. An It aditional VR sets ices are applicable to the
offender population on the usual basis of individual
need. The services indicated to meet the needs out-
lined abose (Section E.t.a.) were by no means pro-
sided in all cases, primarily because particular
clients declined to accept them from the beginning
or did not follow through with rehabilitation plans.
Services acre provided by category to the caseload
percentages tabulated below (Outcome, either in
success or failure, is not shown. Figures arc based
upon total caseloads and not just cases sened.)

d. Maintenance (includes housing,
clothing and transportation) 58%

e. Job placement 60%

f. Prosthetic appliances 11%

g. Occupational tools 38%

h, Training

Since most public offenders are interested in mone-
tary gain ar also is their vocational images, it
might be saio that the majority of them could bene-
fit from training. However, the problem in this
area is that they are not willing to pursue long
range goals without the prospect of immediate re-
ward, It might be noted that six clients under Plan
A successfully comoleted courses in training, but
only one accomplished this in Plan C.

3. Not too much can be said about our tailormade
innovation handed down from Program Head-
quarters: caseloads were maintained at manage-
able size, no more than fifty (50) active clients at
rme time. This permitted the two counselors to
p;oside Inuch more intensive and supportise coun-
seling than vrdinarily available to VR clients.
Two other major areas of innovation were: (1)
sersices to the family as a z,nit rather than just to
the client and (2) the provision of adequate emer-
gency funds promptly at the point of need. It is
believed that all of our clients, or nearly all. living
in associatior. with parents, wises, or somewhat less
binding affiliates, were probably in need of family
Eer%ices of one nature or another: involvement of
unit mrrtibcsrs in rehabilitation planning to say the
least, not eo mention budget counseling, minor
medical set-0u and job placement for dependents.
It is estimated, however, that we did not work with
more than 25 percent of the families who were in
need of any type of !mice. This was due, not to
hesitancy on the part of the projes:t, but more to
reluctance on the part of the famil es themselves.

Expenditures for case scrsiccs by traditional cate-
gories were

CASE A

a. Counseling and Guidance 49r,it 4.

b. Psychotherapy .....

c. Physical restoration

d. Maintenance (includes housing.
clothing and transportation) .....

23%

18%
e. Job placement 26%

1 Prosthetic appliances ..... .

g. Occupational took 27%
h. Training t

PLAN C

a. Counseling and guidance

h. Psychotherapy

c. Physical restoration

82%

20r,
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g,

h.

PLAN A

Diagnostic procedures

Surgery and Treatment
(includes psychotherapy) _

Prosthetic appliances

llospitatiration
Training
?Maintenance and
Transportation

Occupational tools

Other

Total

1,141.10

1,737.14

24.50

170.00

6,596.25

748./7
7,609.19

1,039.89

19.066.84



PLAN C

a. Diagnostic procedures . $ 3,787.66

h. Surgery and Treatment
(includes psychotherapy)

c. Prosthetic appliances

d. Hospitalization

c. Training _ ...... ......... ........

f.

g.

h.

Maintenance and Transportation

Occupational tools

Other

Total $

10,263.97

710.13

4,049.45

1,922.67

15,818.72

12,238.65

00.00

48,791.25

To,a1 Project Expenditures:

a. Diagnostic procedures $ 4,928.76

b. Surgery and Treatment
(includes psychotherapy) 12,001.11

c. Prosthetic appliances 734.63

d. Hospitalization 4,2i9.45

c. Training 8,518.92

f. Maintenance and Transportation 16,567.49

g. Occupational tools 19,847.84

h. Other . ............... .. 1,039.89

Total $ 67,858.0')

5. It is contended that clients were primarily mo!;
sated toward the use of FOR services by the devel-
opment of confidence in the counselors and in the
sincerity of the project's efforts to genuinely assist.
It is believed that correctional stall helped sig-
nificantly in this area, particularly in arranging
initial client contacts, but authoritative pressure
was not brought to bear.

6. Monetary rewards. as such. were not prosided in
any case. It may be true that the provision of main-
tcnancc funds was in some cases abused, but not
flagrantly so. It is genuinely thought that clients
continued in the rehabilitation process primarily
because of the trust developed in the project itself
and in its aims.

7. Both counselors saw an understanding of failure as
part of the job. Since the two of them had worked
with public offenders in the past. they were no
doubt cushioned by prior experience and did not
become unduly alarmed by the spe:tacle of a

shattered rehabilitation plan. The clients, too, were
comforted, as it were, by the past. Unaccustomed
as most of thew were to job stability, those that
abandoned established vocational objectives
seemed to do so unburdened by excessive guilt and
were quickly returned to emotional tranquility
upon the discos cry that the counselors had no:
banished them forever from the project.
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8. In prisoner cases ;t is our thinking that VR should
become involved while the clients are still incar-
cerated and that services should not be withheld
until the point of release. Although it would be un-
realistic to adopt a case for service at a time in
inordinate advance of release date, in some cases
two years prior to discharge is a desirable point to
initiate services, particularly if a treatment .or train-
ing program of any sizable duration is considered
desirable during incarceration, for example, group
psychotherapy. A major advantage in working with
clients for appreciable periods prior to release is
found in the opportunity to develop client-coun-
selor relationships. H the two are on reasonably
sound footing at the point of discharge the coun-
selor is enabled to function as a transitional bridge
between the structured environment of prison and
the high speed competitive vocational and social
atmosphere of the free world. If the counselor is
already operating effectively with the client at the
beginning of the critical immediate post-release
period, the chances of lost contact are greatly
reduced and the prospect of success is enhanced by
(choke continuum.

In Atlanta, because of the limitation of time be-
tween conviction and sentence, we did not find it
practical to work with probationers during the pre.
sentence investigation stage, and it is suggested that
insolsernent with these clients begin only rafter

conviction and sentence to probationary super-
vision.

F. Caseload Results

This section deals with the specific caseload results
achiesed with Intensise Service clients.

Please note that comparative findings with control
clients are not represented, information on a local
loci about them being relatisely limited. However, it
is our understanding that such comparative findings
will be presented in the Final National Report and that
contributive data is presently being accumulated by the
national research staff. primarily based can 1-BI arrest
records. ALSO, it should again be understood that all
data analysis will be accomplished by the national staff
rather than project personnel.

I. Plan A

Plan A donilored a total of three-hundred and
sesenty-two (372). Sixty-two Intensi-e CMS, sixty-
two Control I cases and two hundred and forty-
eight Contol 11 cases. The following closure tabu-
lation applies to the ist -two InicnsiNe casts.



Number VR Status
23 26

FOR Category Percent
Adequate Soc. Performance 38%

7 28 Non-Cooperative 11%

1 28 Death
12 30 Non-Cooperative 20%
10 30 Inability to contact 16%

1 30 Dea 2%

7 30 In ...son 11%

A more descriptive listing of the non-successful cases
follows,

Nimber VR Status Reason Percent

8 28 Reincarcerated
or Fugitive

13%

28 Death 2%
10 30 Reincarcerated

or Fugitive
16%

1 30 Death
20 (Sub-totals) 33%

2 28 Loss of Contact 3%
16 30 Not Interested 26%
18 (Sub-Totals) 29%

In summary, the following might be noted:

a. Thirty-eight (38) percent of the cases assigned
were successful,

b. Four (4) percent died while in active status.

c. Twenty-nine (29) percent of the cases were
failures from the standpoint of presently being
in violation of the law, but only eleven (11)
percent of the total assignment received serv-
ices and also resulted in failure.

d. We do not know the outcome of twenty-nine
(29) percent of the caseload. Sc far as we can
tell at this point these clients are not afoul of
the law, but we are not in contact with them.
In this category, eleven (11) percent of the
total caseload received services without known
result or, that is, without successful measure-
ment being completed within the stringent FOR
closure criteria. Also in the unknown category,
thirty-snen (37) percent of the total cases
assigned did not progress beyond the plan
stage, either because they were not interested in
receising services or did not follow through
with progranis proposed for them.

In short, forty-nine (49) f went of the .aces were
served and fifty-one (51) percent were not. A success
ratio of thirty-eight (38) percent of the total caseload
would appear to be gratifying. If we apply this ratio
to cases served, it increases to seventy -four (74) per-
cent.
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A final review of the Plan C caseload reveals the fol-
lowing closure tabulation of Intensi,e Service cases by
official status and category. (45 cases were assigned
to this category):

Number VR Status
22 26

FOR Category Percent

Adequate Soc. Performance 49%
13 28 Non Cooperative 29%

2 28 Dead., 4%
6 30 Non-Cooperativ,: 14%

2 30 Inability to Contact 4%

A more deraiptive listing, of the non-successful cases
follows:

Number VR Status Reason Percent

7 28 Reincarcerated
or Fugitive

16%

3 30 Reincarcerated
or Fugitive 6%

10 (Sub-Totals) 22%
6 28 Loss of Contact 14%

5 30 No Interested 11%

11 (Syb-Totals) 25%

In summary, the following might be noted:

a. Forty-nine (49) percent of the cases assigned
was successful.

b. pour (4) percent died while in active status.

c. Twenty-two (22) percent of the cases failed
from the standpoint of presently being in vio-
lation of the law, but only sixteen (16) percent
of the total tsslgnment received services and
also resulted in tailure,

d. We do not know the outcome of twenty-five
(25) percent of the caseload. So far as we can
tell at this paint these clients are not afoul of
the law, but we are not in contact with them.
In this catesory, fourteen (14) percent of the
total caseload received services without known
result, that is, without success measurement
being completed within the stringent FOR
closure criteria. Also in the unknown catecry,
eleven (II) percent of the total cases assigned
did not progress beyond the plan stage, either
because they were not interested in rcceising
services or did not follow through with pro-
gram, proposed for them.

In short, eighty-two (82) percent of the cases
assigned were served and eighteen (18) percent
were not.

A success ratio of forty-nine (49) percent of the
total casekvad (randomly assigned from the recidi-
sistic population of a close custody institution)
would appear to be gratifying. If we apply this



ratio only to cases served, it increases to fifty-nine
(59) percent.

In looking at the results of both plans, it should
be remembered that the Project did not operate
with referred clients, that these clients did not
come seeking services, end taht both caseloads
were created by random assignment.

A glance should also be taken at FOR closure
criteria for successful cases. First, a client had to
remain in stable employment for at least six (6)
months (instead of the customary thirty (30) days),
and, of course, avoid further felony convictions
during that period. Actually clients were followed
for even longer periods, usually a year or more.
Then, once these conditions had been satisfied,
determining what constituted "Adequate Social
Performance" became a pretty subjective business.
In final case staffing, the Project Director, the
counselors, the appropriate correctional officers
and the consulting staff attempted to answer ques-
t ons very much like the following.

Docs the client r.take enough money to meet
the basic needs of his family, if he has one, and
still have a reasonable and relative margin left
over for amusement and luxury items?

Can the client realistically aspire to advance-
ment in the future?

How does the client seem to estimate his posi-
tion in the main stream of the good American
life? Is he apparently satisfied with his own
vocational image? Does he think he now has
as much status as he did as a crook, making a
fast dollar and spending it lavishly?

Has the client really made use of the VR serv-
ices provided to him? Or has he taken advan-
tage of any other available community re-
sources?

Is the :tient making use of his vocational
strengths or is he occupied consistent with
training received during the correctional pro-
cess?

How does the client react to stress, big or
small? And how does he stem to handle anger?

Is there evidence of a serious drinking problem
or has the client been arrested two or more
times, particularly recently on these demerit
charges?

Wkat other indications are there that the
client has reintegrated into the communits?

What attitudinal changes were observed during,
or as a result of, the rehfUlitation process?
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IV. Implications for Change
A. Change Necessary in Agencies
1. The following frrvices that are not normally avail-

able now should become a part of VR a ad/or cor-
rections: (2) the multi- disciplined team approach to
vamation and treatment programs, (b) the provi-
,ioa of several medical services beyond he present
;;,,pe of most correctional institutions, (c) adjust-
ment training, (d) family contact and :ounseling,
(c) community resource orientation and referral,
(f) arrangement for legal counsel on civil matters
as needed, (g) more liberal policies for proliJing
emergency funds for basic maintenance, and (h)
morc extensive follow-up. It is stron;ly recom-
mended that a stepped-up program of employer
orientation be developed.

2. Vocational Rehabilitation in combination with cor-
rections, can offer the services necessary to reha-
bilitate offenders. However it is a basic premise of
the Atlanta Project that traditional VR and correc-
tional services are really secondary to effecting be-
havior modification and that no lasting, results can
be achieved without some attitudinal change on the
part of the offender clients. In this light, our consen-
sus is that the two most significant services needed
by offender clients are intensive counseling and
psychotherapy, primarily group therapy. Yet these
services are not as readily available as it might
seem, for the first requires trained counselors and
an enlightened approach to maintaimng caseloads
at manageable size, while the second presently
suffers from a shortage of behavioral scientists in-
terested in working with public °lenders. The
multi disciplined tear approach to client evalua-
tion and the staffing of case problems is
desirable and should be utilized whe tea er possibly.
Here again, however, trained professional staff
members are limited in number, rind those that
might be available are expensive.
Thought should be given toward enlisting the

assistance of professional social wokers. Although
she was not available during the I fe of the FOR
Pro , a full -time social worker is employed by
VR the Atknta District and is just now Liven-
ning to work with counselors seeing public of-
fenders. It is anticipated that she will be most help-
ful in the areas of marital counseling and family
budgeting.

The next paragraph will touch upon a vital need,
the development of systems for making out-of-state
deferrals.

3. Some degree of change in VP policy is certainly
indicatcd in working with °fret er ctic. Is, particu-



tarty inmates of federal institutions, who by and
large are not natives of the ho t states in which
these institutions are located. Although recently
federal regulations have eliminated residency as a
VR eligibility criterion, this by no means necessi-
tates the conclusion that all states will begin to
work with these clients. 'The problems of money
and the recruitment and development of staff cer-
tainly enter into the picture. Also, it would seem
that some sort of production reward system would
have to be developed before VR state agencies in
general would become interested in 'A'OCAIng with
non-residents. Although interest in correctional
rehabilitation is rapidly growing throughout the
country, there are still areas in the nation that are
simply not in'crested in working with public of-
feadcr clients and it is bclieved that all VR
agencies could benefit from more extensive orien-
tation in the resociali ation potential of offenders
in general.

4. While The level of quality in federal correctiona;
personnel is high, it is rcgretably very low in most
state correctional systems, particularly in the

Sou,11, where even illiteracy does not always offer
a detercnce to securing a position as a custodial
°leer. It is doubtful that this woeful situation will
be greatly alleviated until something is done to-
ward adjusting salary range. The coordination of
multiple agency staff is also difficult to establish
and the process is usually a long one. A beginning
might he made through the inception of forums or
task forces designed for the mutual exchange of
information and the understanding of goals, ph.los-
ophies and the like.

5. In general, the most gratifying client to work with
under any condition was the offender who seemed
genuine!) willing to fulfill his potential. ft might
also be said in general, that those clients wiling to
participate in . group psychotherapy were much
easier (c) work with on a meaningful level than
those that did not. Given a realistic appraisal of
VR philosophy.. it might finally be noted that the
client who has developed vocational skill in some
area offers VR its greatest chance for success, all
other things being equal.

B. Implementation of Change
I. So mach depends upon the funding and develop-

ment of staff. If Georgia's ambitivis plans for the
future were indeed to be implemented, by 1975 VR
would be aorking in close conjunction with some
IS major units and "systems" of the state and
federal correctional agencies operating in the state.
Earn so, only about one-third of the offender popu-
lation v.oald be reached by VR %en ices.
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In striving toward this essentially conservative
goal,, an initial mission will be to convince the
diverse correctional systems of Georgia that, based
on FOR finding:,, public offenders, even those with
established patterns of recidivism, can be rehabili-
tated and that VR participation in the correctional
process can be integral to success.

As this orientation process is gradually accom-
plished, it is hoped that the following suggestions
will be realized:
a. Ilold a conference or institute on the rehabili-

tation o: pw)lic offenders with the various cor-
rectional at(neje% and universities represented.

b. Convene a task force of administrators from the
various interested agencies to further discuss
pla6s for the future, emphasizing the positive
findings from the use of the multi-disciplined
team approach.

e. Convene a coordinating committee of adminis-
trators for the refinement of cooperative opera-
dons,

d. Develop and r:vise cooperative agreements,
outlining areas of eligibility for services and
referral procedures.

c. Emphasize the need for sensitivity training for
the persannel of all involved agencies and
develop reciprocal training programs.

f. Activate a closer sharing of records among the
agencies.

Hold eiizens councils en the rehabilitation of
public offenders.

h. Focus informational publication on the reha-
bilitation of public offenders.

2. If sound .:ommunication is developed among top
k ci administrators of the % Jrious agenCie5, then
it should net be overly difficult to apply our find-
ings alwiys, however, bearing in mind the limi-
tations of funding and staffing. It might be noted
that Georgia presently enjoys a positive attitude to-
ward prison and correctional reform. The rela-
tionship between VR and the Federal agences is
already' established.

3. Dissem'nating project findings within our own
agency is natuially of vita) importance since agency
approi al would hate to be se-cured before any of
them can be applied. In each esent we have found
i tote most profitable when our top administra-
tors were able to meet with the Executive Commit-
tee, rend we hope to be able to make liberal use of
the ,:ommifice in promoting implementation. Once
administrative approval on given proposals has

been obtained a team, composed of FOR partici-
pants will hopefully be able to preside orientation
to field staff during periodic district conferences



and other similar occasions. It is also hoped that
individual consultation by former FOR staff mem-
bers will be available upon request to personnel
of ongoing programs.

V. Summary
A. Realizations
Our most gratifying reward was found in the realiza-
tion that public offenders, even recidivists, can be re-
habilitatedboth realistically and profitably.

A premise basic to our project is that traditional pur-
chased VR services, such as physical restoration and
training, are secondary to effecting behavior modifica-
tion; nothing lasting can be accomplished without some
attitudinal change within the offender client.

Therefore the two most significant services provided
were supportive counseling and group psychotherapy.
While it was difficult to :onvince ourselves for awhile
that we were actually being effective, caseload results
and client interviews (cortducted by the Project Ob-
server) after closure and scar the end of the study led
us to the firm conviction that we did in fact accomplish
attitudinal change in a sigaificant majority of our suc-
cess cases.

Although the counseling process (as apart from formal
psychotherapy) is extremely difficult to describe, we
have termed its most singu'ar characteristic "action
therpy". This might be defined as communication at
the counselcr's sustained concern 'er the client's pro-
blems (despite periods of frustration) and art awareness
of the client's values as a unique h man being; and its
definition should al,o include mention of imlitedia:y in
providing service, or crisis intervention, or meeting
emergency needs as they arise with the client's conveni
cnce in mind rather than the Agency's or tha coun-
selor's. In other words. the shop was open for business
on weelo.ads and after hours when necessary.

In working with clients prior to release from prison,
the ackaitages of Plan C were altogether apparent.
Opportattity was afforded to provide group psycho-
therapy Airing incarceration and to develop workable
clientcounselor relationships prior to discharge, and
thus the rehabilitation t.,..ntinuutn was already in oper-
ation during the immediate postrelease period, thereby
eliminating the detriment of delayed service during this
critical stage of the correctional process.

Tic provision of an imprest bank account was invalu-
able, in fact vital in meeting emergency financial needs
such as housing and basic maintenance.

The value of working with the (amity as a unit rather
than just the client was amply demonstrated, and it
gave rise to the consideration of enlisting the assistance
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of social workers, particularly in the areas of marital
counseling and family budgeting.

A highly effective employment was the multi-disci-
plined team approach to both diagnostics and treat-
ment. In addition to VR, the Pioject Executive Com-
mittee was composed of represertativ es from correc-
tions, psychiatry, psy..hology and sociology. These,
then, are the salient findings of the Atlanta Project
as they relate to our given purposes. Specific recom-
mendations will be found in the sections following.

B. Recommendations
I. For Application of the Findings

a. Li the belief that supportive counseling is vital
to the rehabilitation- resocialization process, it
is strongly suggested that caseloads be main-
tained <<t manageable size.

b. Comprehensive psychological services should
never be neglected in favor of the more easily
identified vocatonal services.

c. Emergency services must be flexible and pro-
vided immediately at the paint of need. Rigidity
of rules, regulations and policies creates the
danger of case failure in working with the of-
fender client. Despite possible conflict with
traditional practice, the offender must often be
served at his convenience rather than that of
the helping agency.

d. In prisoner cases services should begin during
incarceration and be continued with little or no
interruption into the free world.

e. An approach should be made toward considera-
tion of the client's total environment. The
family should be treated as a unit, rather than
simply providing services to the client alone.

f. Thorough vocational evaluation should be at-
tempted in each case. It should never be lightly
assumed that an offender's expressed occupa-
tional preferences are commensurate with
either his assets or liabilities. However even
with comprehensive evaluation developed into
apparently realistic rehabilitation plans, a rela-
tively high degree of vacillation in vocational
objectives should be anticipated.

g. Staff members and agencies working with pub-
lic offenders should be prepared for unique set-
backs and case failures, but success in this field
is particularly rewarding.

h. The multi-disciplined approach to diagnostics
and treatment should be used whenever pos-
sible

i. A realistic approach toward the determination
of what constitutes adequate social perform-
ance should be used.



j. Staff members of VR should receive training
and orientaion in cooperation with the in-
vohed correctional institutions and agencies.
The importance of sensitivity training should be
stressed.

k. Close relationships among cooperating agencies
must be maintained, and mutually agreeable
cooperative contracts should be developed.

1. Efforts should be constantly made to educate
the public on matters pertaining to correctional
rehabilitation.

in. In point of summ sry, the following services are
suggested as most pertinent to the rehabili-
tation-resocittlization process:

(1) Diagnostics
a. Med cal
b. Psychologkal and/or Psychiatric:
c. Vocational
d. Sociological

(2) Evaluation
a. Psychological Objective
b. Medical Objective
c. Vocational Objective
d. Edtk-ational Objective
e. Sociological Objective

(3) Classification
It is suggested that the team approach be
used during institutional intake. Then the
pertinent VR counselor should bring tile
evaluation findings of the team to the in-
stitutional classification committee for
final decision and action,

(4) Counseling

(5) Psychological or Psychiatric Sers-i:es

(6) Medical Sc rs ices

(7) Famly Services

(8) Vocational Training

(9) Academic Training

(10) Adjustment Training
a. Personal
b. Work
c. Social

(I I) Coordination of Release Nanning with the
Client's Family
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(12) Basic Maintenance Pending Receipt of
Income

(13) Job Placement

(14) Occupational Tools

(1.5) Community Referral Services

(16) Clothing

(17) Housing

(19) Arrangements for Legal Counsel on Civil
Matters

(19) follow-Up

2. For Further Research
The following suggestions for further research,
drawn from a proposal previously submitted to the
National Institute of Mental Health, are offered as
pertinent to Georgia.

a. Establish descriptive baseline data regarding
the typical flow of potential VR clients through
the correctional institutions and agency pro-
grams operating cooperatively with the Office
of Vocational Rehabilitation.

b. Demarcate and describe reliably the different
aspects of VR activities in these various insti-
tutions and with these various agencies.

c. Develop and test-out further criteria (both with
in prison and after release) which reflect change
in the behavior of public offenders.

d. Relate specific outcome criteria to more general
outcomes of the total experiences of clients at
these institutions and with these agencies.

e. Identify characteristics of clients who are most
likely to benefit from specific VR experiences
and also idertify characteristi:s of clients most
likely to be hindered by specific VR experi-
ences.

1. Evaluate rehabilitat;on process variables with
reference to their effects on VR clients and on
the cooperating institutions and Rendes.

Further develop criteria for measuring positive
client char a 1 'thin prison and during
post-release a 91-stmer t.

g.

Note:

All activities of the Atlanta Federal Offenders Reha-
bilitation Project terminated on May 31, 1969, in ac-
cordance with predetermined design and the prosisions
of the talented 'third Grant Period.



Special Note on the Appendices

We are ektremely pleased to present the analytical
report on Project activities in group psychotherapy by
Dr. Earl D. C. 13resser, Chief I :oject Consultant, Con-
sultant in Research and Sxiology, Emory University,
Atlanta, author of "A Vocational Rehabilitation Study
of Prisoners, Probationers and Parolees," published in
1964 and of considerable impact upon th einception
of the national Federal Offenders Rehabilitation Pro-
gram (Appendix A).
Perhaps the essence of the project can best be found
in the reports of Dr. Don Chandler, Project Observer
and Consultant in Sociology, West Georgia College,
who iiiterviessed a sampling of our closed cases, both
those tagged al. successful and those terminated as
failures (Appendix B). In this instance, Dr. Chandler
was commissioned to find out what our clients thought
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of us and the Project in general. Since he probed for
thei reactions months after case closure, tvhen services
wen: no longer being offered, it seems ra.onable to
asstme that they aid not revert to "con artistry" and
that their expressions were evidently genuine. In addi-
tion to Dr. Chandler's summary two of his individual
reports are added for punctuation.
The report on our sub-project involving out-of-state
referrals (Appendix C) may not be of particular
moment since: (I) it was not particularly successful
and (2) its interest is primarily directed toward reha-
bilitation agencies engaged in cooperative programs
with federal, not state, penal institutions. Its premiere
implicatio nis that a similar study conducted on a more
elaborate basis should produce more substantiee
results.



APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

A Study of the
Effectiveness of Group Therapy

with Federal Offenders
The purpose of this part of the report is to review

the relationships of group therapy as one of the reha-
bilitative services available to intensive clients. At the
beginning of the project, the plan was to have a psychi-
atric screening of each intensive client in both Plan A
and Plan C. The group of clients recommended for
ther ipy would be randomly divided into a therapy and
a nontherapy, "control" (1) group. Because of the
difficulty of persuading clients to participate in group
therapy, this design was abandoned. A pragmatic sub-
stitute Ives to get as many intensive cases into group
therapy as possible, Following this, an equal number of
iniens;,ie cases would he randomly selected as a non-
therapy "control" group. Using the data collected in
the national research design for the project(2), differ-
ences and similarities between those receiving group
therapy and those not receiving it could be made.

Through this process, 29 of the 107 intensive cases
in both Plan A and Plan C were involved in group
therapy. 'I his included 14 of the 62 intensive eases of
Plan A and 15 of 45 intensive cases in Plan C. For
the 78 intensive cases not receiving therapy, a sample
selection of 29 (14 Plan A and 15 Plan C) w as drawn
as a "control" group for comparison with the 29
therapy clients.

In Appendix I, a general comparison of these
groups ma :; be made. Although random variations in

these characteristics would be ex.pecteel, the similarities
are obvious. The medal or bimodal distrihutio ", with
few exceptions, is identical for the three groups. For
example, in Item I, Class IV and Class VII offenses
provide a bimodal distribution across roe three groups.
The same is the case in Item 3 with age at riest commit-
ment being. over 20 or no prioi cc dmirrnert. in item
7. the modal age distribution was between 30 and 40
)cars In liem 9, the modal educational level was be-
tween 9 and 12 gradc;. Thus. there woul; seem In be
no det;etaloe faelor in the Ow raeteristies of
the therapy are nontherapy control groups. Indeed.
there were more differenees wither the therapy clients
of Plan A anl Plan C than between the other groups.
This shows up, for example in total number of arrests
'Item 41 and number of prior commitments (Item M.
This would b.: expected since at the beginning of the
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,r;

project those in Plan C were institutionalized while
most of those in Plan A were prcbationers.

From this point, the report will be based upon a
comparison of the therapy and "control" nontherapy
cases. Because of the small numbers involved, the
therapy clients of Plan A cud Flan C have been com-
bined. The nontherapy clients include a random selec-
tion of 14 from Plan A and 15 from Plan C,

Two tests of significance of differences have been
used in this analysis. The sign test(3) was used pri-
marily to evaluate the changes occurring in the re-
sponses of each client on a matched paired before-and-
after basis. In the tables, changes in the hypothesized
direction were indicated by plus (+) signs and those
in the opposite directive by minus () signs. Non-
changes were not used in the test. The Z values of the
positive and negative changes were tested by the prob-
ability of occurrences given by the binomial distribu-
tion. The more even the distribution of positive and
negative changes, the more likely the changes were d..k'
to chance factors rather than directional input factor-
The greater the difference between the positive an,.
negative changes, the greater the probability th i
changes were not due to chance.

The chi-square (X2)(') was used as a test of signifi
canes: of differences applied to the changes of the tot.
group rather than the total of the changes for tie.
matched paired response. The size of the chi-squ
reflected the differences in the numbers involved. th
is in the changes. flpothescs were considered 0,0-
firmcd, if the changes were in the hypothesized dir,
Lion and farce enough to be statistically significant
the .05 level of probability in either test.

The h)perheses being tested by these two meth,
were derived horn the general purposes of the pro
and stated within the specific limitatin.ns of the e
The basic idea was that if the group therapy sub;
jet had been helpful in achieving FOR objects
''sere would have been significantly more cha
along the hypothesized lines it the therapy than it t

nontherapy group.
The differences between the tccornmendathnc

coun<clor6 zncl therari:tt before and after therapy
be seen in Tahi., 1.

14 This shovel'. nor re c.--nfuseJ Kith ;he control rot
the pro*t as a .,hole. Th:s report deals only Rid) intta
CPA-CC

").Nrpreci-tion is expressei to Nfrs. Merlyn Matt.
Riseprch Dire:for it)R. for us: of this data.

Wney Srcpel, Nonparonetrk Statisricss. New
McGraw Itilt Book Company, Ins:, 1956. rp. 6S -7S.



TABLE 1. EVALUATION OF INTENS;VE CASES RE.
t. LIVING THERAPYI.t BY VOCATIONAL REHABILI-
TATION COUNSELORS AND THERAPISTS, FOR,
ATLANTA PROJECT, 1969.

Item Corn.

Before therapy

Total Plan A Plan C
Thew Counselor Therapist Counselot Therapist

Recommended 27 24 14 11 13 13
Not recommended 2 4 3 2 1

No information -
After therapy
Favorable 18 10 8 5 10 5

Made no
difference 6 11 4 2 2 9

Uncertain 5 4 2 3 3 1

No information 4 4
Chi-square test of ijiffer.:nce of "after" therapy evaluations

Counselor Therapist
Favorable ....... ............ ..... ...... . 18 10
Lint-Not-able . ..... 11 19

)(2 3.38 et I p .05
41 Of the 29 intensive casts in the "control" group not

recessing therapy, 18 Here recommended for therapy by the
VR counselor add II not recommended. Of the 49 other in-
tensive clients without therapy, 37 Here recommended and 12
not recommended, Lack of as ailability was the principal cause
i.isen for nonparticipation in therapy.

01 Morris ileiditch. Jr., A Bask Course In Sociological
Statistics. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1959, pp.
271-291.

Hypothesis I. VR counselors will evaluate the
results of therapy mure favorably than therapists.

The chi-square test is not significant at the .05 level
of orobability and does not support t;.is hypothesis.
the differences in the "before" therapy recommenda-
ti-ns were not nearly as great as the "after" therapy
judgments. 13ccausc of the small number of cases, it
has not been feasible to limit the comparisons below
only to the ten therapy cases evaluated by the therap-
ists as fasorablc. If this is a test of a group therapy
process itself, the inclusion of the total therapy group
would seem justified. Incidentally, in spite of the
greater difficulty of arranging for the group therapy in
the noninstitutional setting of Plan A, the evaluations
of results were similar.

The major rcosons for the removal of clients from
the aCii% C case load may be seen in Table 2.

1 ABU: 2. NUS1BER OF THERAPY AM) NONITHERAPY
CLIENTS BY REASONS FOR REMOVAL FROM ACTIVE
CASF LOAF). FOE. ATI ANI A pyro), (I, 1959.

Rea,. ns 1 herapy Nontherapy

ImaNlity to leiate or establis% contact
Noncooperative

need
Postpc nemant
Death
Adcqu,ie social perforinan.-e
Chi- Syrrare sea el difference

SJcq= to petformarhe
In adequate

X2 = 5 8t df = I

-

6

2

3
t4

16 7

8

p .02

7

It

Fiwolhesis 2. Therr.iv chents stilt show more ade-
quate social performance at closure than nontherapy
clients.
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The chi-square is significant at the .02 level of
probability, and this hypothesis is confirmed. Seven of
the tea favorable therapy cases were included in the
adequate social performance group, and 2 cases were
not closed.

Employment at closure is a significant indication
of the success of the process.

1 ABLE 7. NUMBF's OF THERAPY AND NON-
THERAPY CLIENTS b. WORK STATUS AT ACCEPT-
ANCE AND AT CLOSURE, FOR, ATLANTA PROJECT,
1969.

Work Status Therapy
Accept. Closure

Nontherapy
Acceptance closure

No reply, not appropriate 12 4 11 8
Compettlise caner roarklt 8 15 6 10
Self-employed 2 2

Not working 4 3 9 6
Sisn test of differences

12 9
3 3

Probability .018 (S) .073 (NS)

Hypothesis 3. Therapy clients will show more in-
creases in jobs from acceptance to closure than non-
therapy diems.

The number of positive changes toward employ-
ment was greater for the therapy than the nonthcrapy
group. The sign test was significant for the former but
not the latter. The hypothesis is confirmed. Of those
making positive chances during the project in terms
of employmedt, five of the ten fr.vorablv, cases in
therapy were included, two cases were not yet closed,
and two were employed at both

Incidentally, similar information on employment
was collected nine months after acceptance and two
years later (or at the end of the project). The test of
changes of these data was not significant. Apparently,
clients had secured jobs earlier than nine months or
after two years. These data suggest the former.

TABLE 4. NUMBER OF THERAPY AND NONTILERAPY
CLIENTS BY AMOUNT OF EARNINGS IN THE WEEK
BEFORE ASSIGNMENT AND PRIOR TO CLOSURE,
FOR. ATLANTA PROJECT, 1969.

Amount Therapy
Acceptance Closure

Nontherapy
Acceptance Closure

No reply 2 2 3 9
None 16 4 18
Under $10
$10.19

540
2 F 3

$50 csrr 1 16 3 8
Sign test of differences

9
2 2

Probability ,4)1 (51 .033 OF

liwthects 4. Therapy clients will show more in-
creases in earnings from acceptance to closure than
nontherapy clients.



There were significant changes in the amounts of
earnings for both therapy and nontherapy clients.
However, these changes were much greater among
therapy clients, arid the hypothesis is confirming. Of
the 18 post:lye changes in the therapy group, seven
were nt:.3e by the ten who completed therapy with
fat:ora:1. reports, and two cases were not yet closed.

Tic BLE 5. NUMBER OF THERAPY AND NONTHERAPY
RECEIVED, FOR. Al LANTA PROJECT. i969.

Diagnostic Surgery
Cost

No reply, none

Under 550

$50.99

5130449

S150.199

9200-249

5150.299

1300-349

S350-399

5400 -over

(Bents

T <tl NonT(rl T

._ k 22 8

13

S 1 3

2

1 2

2

_ 1

3

4

......

......-...

Therapy, it

Nontherapyl2t

No reply

1

Again similar data after nine months and two years
showed no significant difference.

in Table 5 the types and costs of case services and
the number of hours of counseling may be studied. The
following hypotheses are tested by these .iata.

Hypothesis 5.1. Therapy clients will receive more
^ase services than nontherapy clients.

CLIENTS 13? COST AND TYPES OF CASE SERVICES

NonT
Prosthetic
7 NonT

25 17

6

1

24

1

--

Hospitalization
T NonT

Training
T NonT

Maintenance
T NonT

Tools
T NonT

21 25 21 26 13 16 3 18

2 3

1 1 4 3

1 I I 3 2

I 2 2

2 1

2

I 4 3 6

III N 24 for therapy clients.
tit N = 26 for nontherapy clients.

None

2

HOURS OF COUNSELING
1.9 10-19 20-29

4 2

4 10 6

30 -39 40-49 50-59 60-over
5 S 3 S

Chtscuare test of difference Therapy Nontherapy
etAi tectic Mg specified case serskes 79 :6

Total not teceising specified case
sersiees 89 156

X2 = 43.01 df I p < 0011S)
The relationship between those rcecising case services
and therapy is scry great indeed. fl)pothsis 51 is con-
firmed.

Hypothesis 5.2. Therapy clients will receive more
expensiye case services than nontherapy clients
Chi. square Irs/ of difference 7Vtrapy Nentherapy

Under $200 116 174
3200 and wet. 32 8

Xf =17.11 df =1 < .001 (S)

Apparently those ssho were induced into therapy were
also provided more expensive case services than those
who were not. The hypothesis is confirmed.

H)r..,thesis 5.1. Therapy clients will receive more
11,11.115 of VR counseling than northerap) clients.

hi,squsre iest of d,lerence 71er apy Nontheiap
Under 30 hours f, 33
30 hours ant eser 18 2

IQ II df = I r < 001{51

li)pothesis 5.1 is true, Persons Yvho receive !her-
ail" also received significantly more hours of coun-
seling by the vocational ithabilitational counselor.
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TAKE 6. NUMBER OF THERAPY AND NONILIkiliAPY
CLIENTS 151" IMPROVEMENT IN PERFORMANCE IN
TIlE OPINION OF COUNSELORS, /OR, ATLANTA
PROJECT, 1969.

Therapy Nontherapy
Improvement in petfcrmance elienrs

IN -24)__..... .._ _
I. Making good we of abilities IS 6
2. Profited from use of vocati.nal training S ---
3. Profited from use of VR SW k A 16 7
4. Profited from other community

resources 10 5
S. Client making sufficient iriceene to

support hirrist:f and family without
problems 15 6

6. Client mating sifficient income to
support himself and fe mil). with some
luxuries 14 6

7. Clier.t can expect advancement or. jots 12 4
8 Chem setisfi-t-d wish his general status 13 6
9 Client reacting well to sire,. handles

sneer 16 7
0 Client roc4 rel.sing or. crtitAft. such as

alcohol or drugs 15 7
I. As.,iding probitms pith ltos 15 7

2. Client is part of his ceienmunit)-s .
aeti1iti....4 7 2

Chi-sqare test or decrence
Total improsernenta (1.12) 153 63
Total nonimprosements U,21 115 21C

X2 --= 69 07 elf --- 1 p .till (5)

clients
(N-26)



Hypothesis 6. Therapy clients will show more im-
provements in performance, in the opinions of VR
counselors, than nontherapy clients.

In the opinions of counselors, the therapy group
came out far ahead of the nontherapy group in terms
of improvements in performance along 12 specific
lines. Indeed, there \vat, no case where nontherapy
clients exceeded therapy clients in these improvements.
The hypothesis is confirmed.

TABLE 7. NUMBER OF THERAPY AND NON.
THERAPY CLIENTS BY REGULAR CONTACT WITH
PROBATION/PAROLE AND VOCATIONAL REHABILI
TATION OFFICERS AFTER NINE MONTHS AND
AFTER TWO YEARS (OR AT END OF PROJECT), FOR,
ATLANTA PROJECT, 1969.

Contact
Therapy Nontherstpy

Atter nrne After tn.( After nine Alm Iwo
months ys ars months years

No reply
Yes, P/P officer only 4
Yes, P/P officer and VRO S 4 2
Yes, VRO officer only 3 9 4 7
No last contact 6 6 14 17
Death
Sign to of differences

Probability
3

.363 (NS)

2
4

.344 (NS)

Hypothesis 7. Therapy clients will show more in-
creases in regular contacts during the project than
nontherapy clients.

There were no significant changes from the nine-
mo.,th to the two-year reports. tile hypothesis was
disconfirmed. llowc%er, it should be n,.ted that sig-
nificantly more therapy than norniKrapy clients main-
tained regular contacts at both of these periods of time

the protect.

TABLE 8. NUMBER OF THERAPY AND NON:
THERAPY Cr IENTS BY IOLA HON OF PAROLE OR
PROBATION, AFTER NINE MONTHS AND AT END OF
PROT! CT (OR AFTER TWO STAYSt, 10R, ATLANTA
PROJECT. 1969.

_ -

Violation-----
No reply
No( 1.io:r.leti

!date.] but not tc%olcd
P, P rooted for adrnin-

i,tra(iNe 1.(ohlion
PA' tooted for OCM

offs nee
At large. espy -ct to re okc
Sir tc,r of t(!ficrcrees

PR* 'It'1111'

therapy Nontherapy
After nine AP,' two After nine 1.,
rnon(Ilt months 'ears

Its t4 17 15
4 2

2

4
5 3

1^4 iNs.) .500 INS)

Hypo:Trois S. Thera-'y will show more d:!-
CtC35CS in violations during in project tnan nontherapy
Clients.

There wire more ncgati.. e i; an positive aanges,
but the differences were not sip, ticant. The hypothesis
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is rejected. There were relatively few violations re-
ported for either group during either period.

TABLE 9. NUMBER OF THERAPY AND NONTHERAPY
CLIENTS BY NUMB:1R OF CUSTODY COMPLAINTS.
AFTER NINE MONTHS AND AT END OF PROJECT
(OR AFTER TWO YEARS), FOR, ATLANTA PROJECT,
1969.

Custody Complaints
Therapy Nontherapy

After ?tine After two After nine After Iwo
months years months Years

No reply 2
23

4
None 17 16 18

2 1 3 4
2 1

3
Sign test of differences

+
Probability

4

4

.637 (NS)
2

.090 (NS)

Hypothesis 9. Therapy clients will show more de-
creases in custody complaints during the project than
nontherapy clients.

There were no significant changes, and the hypo -
the :s is rejected. However, the majority of both
groups had no custody complaints during either period.

TABLE 10, NUMBER OF THERAPY AND NONTHERAPY
CLIENTS BY ARRESTS FOR ILLEGAL ACTIVITY
AFTER NINE MONTHS AND AT END OF PROJECT (OR
AFTER TWO YEARS), FOR. ATLANTA PROJECT, 1969.

Arrests
Therapy Nontherapy

After nine After two After 'Irma Altar two
months years months years

NO re,,ly 3 7 8
No 16 11 13 14
Yes 5 7 6 4
Sign tot of sfiffcrences

Probability

2 6
3

227 (NS) .7. 4 (NS)

Hypothesis 10. Therapy clients will show more de-
creases in arrests for illegal activities during the project
than nontherapy clients.

There are no significant :flanges for either group,
and the hypothesis is rejected.

Thus, no significant changes were detected i . any
of the characteristics reported after nine months and
after two years. Either, reporting at these times was
not adequate, this period of time in the project was
not significant, or group thetany made no significant
difference in regard to :hese characteristics. An indica-
tion that the latter may not be the case grows out of
the fact that the data on jobs (Table 3) and earnings
(Table 4) showed significant differences between ac-
ceptance and closure but not between the ninemonth
add reso-near report'.

in sum'...!. excepting partially the data based
upon the nice -month and two-year reports, positive,
significant di.Terences were found for all the character-
istics tested between the performance of the therapy
clients and the nontherapy clients. Whether the



therapy itself was ..he major causitive ,'actor involved,
or whether the same factors which resulted in these
clients going into group therapy also produced more
positive results in line with the objectives of the FOR
project remains uncertain. In any case, the subproject
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on group therapy, in spite of the problems involved,
especially in noninstitutional settings, :las yielded ten-
tative test results which are significant enough to be
followed up in further evaluation of innovative prac-
tices for the rehabilitation of public offenders.



APPENDIX I. NUMBER OF THERAPY AND No reply I 2 8 1

NONTHERAPY CLIENTS BY SELECTED CHAR- Under 15 7 4 13 1 6

ACTERISTICS, FOR, ATLANTA PROJECT, 1969. 20-ov er 4 1

17 21 9 8
4 4

II. Health

Con!rol"
No reply 1 5

Non- Other Satisf.tctory 21 15 31 12 9
Theap) therapy Non- Therapy Cheers Remediable defect or

Item Clients Cletus therapy (N-1a) (N.15) disease 4 5 5 4
(4-24) (N29) (N-49) PI:n A Van C Permanent defect or

I. Ofiense classifications
disease 4 8 8 2 2

12. Marital status
Class I (f:duci, Single 6 5 11 4 2

embezzlement 1 1 1 Married 12 12 21 6 6
Class it (other fraud) I i Divorced 4 5 7 2 2
Class II (liquor, internal Separated 4 2 6 2 2

revenue) 5 2 4 2 3 Widow(er) 1 I
Clas IV (larceny, theft, Core'von-law 2 5 4 2

pc ! fraud, roreery) 9 12 13 5 4 13. ,NIumber of dependerds
Class s' (assault, homicide) 2 1 1 2 None or no reply 12 12 23 8 4
Class VI (counterfeiting, i 5 2 6 4 1

burglary, interstate 2 3 7 8 3

transportation of st7en 3 3 5 5 1 2
property, msrijuana, 4 1 3 6 1

nrtional defense laws) 1 6 7 1 5 or more S 1 I 4
Cias VII (auto theft) 10 7 21 4 6 14, Stability of behavior, number of marriages
Class VIII (narcotics. No reply 6 7 12 4 2

robbery) 3 I 12 10 24 7 5
2. Age at first c.rrest 2 8 6 9 2 6
No reply 1 1 3 or more 3 6 4 1 2

Under 16 2 2 7 1 1 IS. D1414;!.011 of last marriage
16-17 7 10 7 1 1 No reply 12 14 IS 5 7
18-20 7 4 i2 4 3 Under 1 year 2 1 2 2
21 -24 5 8 11 2 3 1.3 years 7 4 10 3 4
25-over 8 4 It 6 2 3-7 3 3 7 I 2
3. Age as first commitment 7.10 years 2 3 5 2
No reply 1 1 10 or more sears 3 4 10 I 2
No prior commitment 12 9 19 II 1 Entplo;ntent
Under 16 sears -- I 4 16. Number of jobs outside
16-17 4 2 2 1 3 No reply 7 II 8 2 5
18-20 2 6 4 2 None 1 1 3 1

Over 20 II 10 19 2 9 I 8 6 11 5 3

4. Tulal manta'', of arrests 2 6 5 10 2 4
No reply 1 1 3 4 4 10 2 2

1.2 F 1 10 3 4 s I 2 2 1

3-4 I 5 12 1 5 or more -- 1 5
5.8 8 13 8 3 S 17. Duration of ,ongest ph ouraide
9-12 8 2 7
Over 12 4 7 11

2 6 No reply 7 14 15 2 S
4 None 1 I --

5. Longest sirsde time free since first commitment Less than 4 months 4 2 2 2
No reply I 1 4.6 months 3 8 1 2
No prior commitment 12 9 20 11 1 7.9 months 1 2 1 1

Under 6 months l 2 3 1 10.12 months 3 S I 2
16.11 months 6 7 5 1321 months I 3 2 1

18.36 months 3 6 9 1 4 12.14 meths 10 7 17 7 3
3660 months 1 1 2 1 18. Clasification of lcst job
Over 60 months 5 4 7 2 3 No reply 2 4 3 I 1

6 Total number of prior commitments Professional I I 5 1

No reply 1 Clerical. sales 7 3 8 5 2
None 11 a 20 11 Service 8 3 10 5 3
1 3 2 1i 1 2 Farming 1 1 2
2 4 6 4 1 3 Industry 7 10 12 2 i
3 2 6 2 2 Unskilled labor It 7 9 1 2
4 3 1 2 3 19 Residence
5 1 4 1 I 5, \'o. in last 2 se,rs in corn in snit')
6 or more 5 9 1 4 No reply 11 16 21 6 S
7. Ap 1 9 9 14 3 6
50-over 2 4 3 2 2 5 2 7 3 2
40-49 II 9 13 2 9 1 4 2 6 2 2
10.39 12 10 IR 6 6 4 or more -- I
Under 30 4 6 )S 4 20, Chur,h egiotiol
P. Race No repl! 9 9 7 2 7
While 20 /9 31 10 10 ,Rctive member 6 4 12 4 2
Negro 9 10 14 4 5 5,1(ml-cr. no Elise 10 0 13 7 3
9 id ,mien Attent1t.1 44 a child 4 6 10 I 3

N, reply .. I Nonmernhcr 2 7
Under 4 grades 1 -- 2 1 21, Alcoholism
3-8 grades 10 9 19 2 8 No reply 10 8 14 3 7
9.12 grades 14 18 22 8 6 Nonuser 2 4 1 2
13 rocks and over 4 I 6 Social 12 0 19 7 5
10 .4ce et comploi .1 of edreorion Alcoholic problem 5 8 15 2 3
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APPENDIX B

Observer's Summary Report
Atlanta FOR Project

The objective behind this report is to cal) attention to
some of the features of the Atlanta project which may
not show up in the statistical reports. The two items to
be discussed in particular are the executive meetings
and the comments of the intensive clients made to the
observer during interviews in the closing moiths of the
project.

The executive meetings were held, with few excep-
tions, on a monthly basis throughout the research pe-
riod. Members of the committee represented vocational
rehabilitation, the federal probation system, federal
prisons, and. on a consultant basis, the fields of psi-
chology, psychiatry, and sociology. Guests from appro-
priate fields were invited to specific meetings.

The stated purpose of the executive wrings was to
provide for the planning and adminisi-Jtion of the
Atlanta FOR Project; however, much more than this
occurred.

The regular sessions became the meeting ground of
the key officials of the three agencies represented on the
committee, plus other a,,,,encics those representatives
were invited to specific meetings. Lines of comminica-
tion were established that had rot existed before, even
though the agencies had worked together in many ways.

The committee, with its diversity or membership, be-
came a support base for change in treatment of federal
of tdcrs. A number of innovations were introduced
that would never have been attempted without the sup-
port of the committee.

Specific cases were staffed which provided the coun-
selors v ith the advantage of a diversity of points of
sew applied to the solution of rehabilitation needs.

On several occasions the committee members sensed
the it quacy of certain honored practices in meeting
the h ,n needs and saw the possibility of new ap-
proa<1 s and emphases that might be more effective.
The ti. ning of new insight provides the direction for
change in the future.

The comments of the intensive clients intervi:Ared at
the end of the project, though in -idual and unique,
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had a common theme. The clients appreciated the ma-
terial support given them by the FOR counselors and
the fact that it was given when needed, rather than two
weeks or more too late. However the clients seemed
never to dwell on the money or tools or job training
supplied by FOR. They appreciated these material gifts
as tangible evidence that some other human (the coun-
selor in particular) cared.

The most significant area of appreciation was the
personal re:ation the clients had with the counselors.
This caring aspect of the counselor-client relationship
apparently went far beyond the plan-writingor material-
support level. Frequently the counselor as a person was
cited as the reason the climt vias out of prison or alive
today. This appreciation of the counselor as a person
was also expressed I,y those who had returned to prison.

In the Atlanta project a special feature was intro-
duced in the area of private and group therapy con-
ducted by psychologists and psychiatrists. The attend-
ance at these meetings was on the wh le irregular and
the therapy .vas ended as a result of poor attendance.
In many ways the therapy venture, judged by middle-
class sta..dards, was viewed as a failure. However, the
responses of the clients (who dropped out of the ses-
sions) indicate a different conclusion. Clients (both those
successfully closed and others back in prison) stated
that the therapists helped them understand themselves
better. All their comments about the therapy experience
Were positive.

The reasons for lack of continuing participation in
therapy were sailed and different from what would be
expected in a middlcclo,,s set inf The Atlanta experi-
ence indicates a need for further experiments in ways
of introducing clients to therapy and providing a pro.
gram whereby they can participate mon consistently.

Don Chandler
Atlanta Project Observer

NOTE: Dr. Cander's comments relate only to the
course of therapy that he observed in the free
world community and not the sessions that
were held in the Atlanta Penitentiary, 'there
attendance vvas quite regular. (W.S.F.)



APPENDIX B-1

Report No. 1

Final Observations
This is a report of an interview with Mr. William

Walker. The interview took place on Friday, February
14, at 7 P.M., in Mr. Walker's home at 00 Smith St.,
S.F., Atlanta, Georgia. The interview lasted forty-five
minutes and took place in his living room. His wife,
who was in the kitchen during the conversation, was
able to hear everything that was said. Their two chil-
dren were in and out of the room several times. Mrs.
Walker was invited into the room in the latter portion
of the interview and asked to give her comments, which
are a part of this report.

The interview began with the generalized question,
"What arc your reactions to the project?" Mr. Walker's
response was, k wasn't for the project, I'd be in
prison today.'

lie mentioned that the two things that ,.vcre of the
greatest help were education and rent money. The rent
money referred to a rather lengthy period of time when
Mr. Scott Fulton helped him over financiai crises, pro-
siding mousy for both rent and food for his family.
Mr. Walker, showing a great deal of of for his
wife and children. said that he won't inclined to steal
now, but if they wars hungry and that's all he could do,
he would steal to get food. Mr. F' Iton's ability to supply
money 'Allen needed helped him to work through the
first months of difficult times.

The education mentioned by Mr. Walker referred to
the therapy sessions sv ith Dr. Ed Askrcn. He stated that
his involvement with Dr. Askrcn helped him understand
himself and others. Ile mentioned, incidentally, that he
was a gambler and liked to study peopre and this
helped him to anticipate the mines of other people.
The main value to Walker of Dr. Askren's therapy,
however, was an increased understanding of himself.

When asked to indicate any other benefits from his
relationship to Scott Fulton, he stated that although
his v.ife and children loved hiro, stood by him during
his eleven years in prison, and were with him when he
was released. he needed sonv:body else in society who
cared, lie mentioned that knowing that Mr. Fulton
cared had meant a lot to him. He told of one example
when Mr. Fulton gave him ten dollars out of his own
pocket for food, Mr. Walker said that gift w 35 of course
for food but it meant a lot more to him than food. All
through the interview Mr. Walker made repeated com-
m nts that if it wasn't for that man (Mr. Fulton) he
would be hack in jail. This comment was made at least
fifteen times during the forty -five minute interview. Ile
stated repeatedly. "You just can't describe that man."
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He went so far as to refer to Mr. Fniton as the nearest
thing to a father that he had ever had.

In the course of the forty-five minute conversation he
referred to the project (meaning the research project)
a number of times, saying that if it is shut down, they
might as well not release any more prisoners, because
they will never make it.

When asked if other people had been of assistance
to him, he had little to say, When asked specifically if
his parole counselor had been of any assistance, he said
ycs, he was an understanding and considerate man and
had given him one lead to a job. Aso at one point
when he had gotten into difficulty, he could have lost
his parole and been sent back to prison but was not.
He was appreciative of his parole officer.

Mr. Walker spent some time giving his prevent philos-
ophy of life, which repeatedly included the comment,
"l'm free." This fact obviously is of tremendous sig-
nificance to him. Even tho';h he is in debt and has
other difficulties, he seemed to have freedom to hold
on to and anr.cia,I.d it enough to think twice before
getting into trouble.

Mrs. Walker was asked to come into the living room
at this point and mention any of the things that were
most outstanding in her mind concerning what the proj-
ect had done. She mentioned again the rent aid at a
time when they were desperate and the number of
times that Scott hid helped them financially. I asked her
then if she noticed any change in Mr. \Valker's attitude.
(The atmosphere of the interview was relaxed and Mr.
Walker was not at all embarrassed to sit there and 'et
her discuss him.) Mrs. Walker said, "He didn't use to
care. Now he wants to work. lie wants to stay home
with me and the children."

Mr. Walker also mentioned in connection with his
change of attitude that he realized now he doesn't have
to have money to be happy, that he must have love,
referring to the love of wife and children. Near the end
of the discussion Mrs, Walker mentioned another fea-
ture that meant a lot to her. She said that Mr. Fulton
4.olld call her at home to check on how she was getting
along whife Mr. Walker was still in prison.

SUMMARY: Obviously the mast important feature
in the rehabilitation of Mr. Walker was the counselor
in his life at the strategi: moment of leaving the poi : )n.
The development of a relationship with the counselor
while in poi on is not to be minimized. The major asset
)urrounding this iclationship was the freedom of the
counselor to supply money when needed without any
regard to red tape restrictions. Anotiher factor which
seemed to be of equal or perhaps more importanoc, was
the pers(nal relationship between the counselor and the



client. Reflecting on all of the discussions we have had
for the past three years concerning innovative services, interview.
I recognize that both of these features are not possible
in the regular case load. The money is not available
when needed and the work load is so great that the
average counselor cannot spend the kind of time that

makes for the personal relationship described in this
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Dr. Don Chandler
Project Observer

NOTE: Name and address were change(' for obvious
reasons. (W.S.F.)



APPENDIX B-2

Report No. 2

Final Observations
This report is based on an inter.:-w with Mr. Harold

Burk, who lives at 123 Anywhere St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia. The interview took place at 4:30 P.M., Mon-
day, February 17, 1969, 3t his home. Mr. Burt: lives
in a Negro section of small homes, presumably owned
by the dwellers, situated on narrow streets, with no
space for driscways between the houses. All cars are
parked on the street. The houses are not well kept.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Burk work and basically reflect the
value system of the neighborhood. They have a late-
model Pontiac. a large color television, and a blue
Princess telephone. all within the surroundings of a very
drab house.

Mr. Burk, a welder, had been off from work on the
day of the interview because of a lack of materials at
the plant. 1k apparently had a steady job, not affected
by weather.

Another man was at the house when I arrived, along
with Mrs. Burk. I was taken into the kitchendining
room area and the interview was conducted around the
dining table. Mrs. Burk was in and out of the area, put-
ting away groceries, as they had just returred from
shopping.

Mr. Burk's response to an opening general question
was, "I don't know what I would have did without this
help," referring to the FOR support. When asked to
elaborate what he meant by support, Mr. Burk referred
first to the financial support given him, stating that he
had no.sherc to go and nothing to do when released
from prison. Ile referred with disdain to the small sum
that he received on release. He had been sick and had
re:eived help with medical expenses. clothes, and weld-
ing equipment. In his mind all three items represented
something he could not have obtained legitimately with-
out the assistance of the FOR project.

According to Mr. Burk's comments he was a first
offender and did not seem to think of himself as a law-
breaker, nor was he hostile toward society. After the
interx kw was over. however, he talked for ten minutes
about the raw deal he got in being given a sentence for
handling illicit liquors, maintaining that he was simply
picked up by a friend and vac along when the friend

N% S caught. Ile seemed to M bitter about this fad bi,t
vise no indication of waning to fight -:;ct o; of
haxing any indication toward lass breaking aprrs.
cause of NIL Burk's arrest has not been checktd nor
V4 cre his statements questioned at the time of the inter-

kw, They were simply accepted at face value.
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After Mr. Burk's comments about the financial help
he mentioned the value of the group meetings conducted
by the psychiatrist, U,. Askren. According to his state-
ments, he had attended a number of these meetings in
prison and after release as well. When asked to be more
specific about what he had gotten from the meetings, he
was unable to given an answer. His response, after two
or three attempts to probe further, was simply that so
much happened he wouldn't know how to explain it.
The one response made in answer to several related
questions was that he had been helped to understand a
numbcr of things about himself that he had never known
before. His comments at this point were reminiscent of
the comments made by Mr. Walker in Report No. 1.
Within the discussion of Dr. Askren's contribution to
him he stated, "That mar. sure made me mad the first
two or three sessions, but then I Discovered that he
knew what he was doing and th,:n I began to listen to
what he was saying." (Dr. Astren's approach in therapy
is very aggressive. Apparently this aggressive method of
attack gets through to people who have bccii in prison.)

Mr. Burk referred to Mr. Scott Fulton as a friend.
During the discussion of Mr. Fulton's contributions.
Mr. Burk's appreciation of him was expressed in a
number of non-verbal ways. He mentioned that on sev-
eral occasions he would simply go by Scott's office and
visit with him. He stated that he had thought about go-
ing by Scott's office on the day of the interview. He
specifically made reference to the fact that Scott Fulton
"will take time v.ith you."

Mr. Burk w as asked if at any time during the project
his needs were not met and he stated positive'', that he
was helped every time he had asked. NVIten asked if he
had any recommendations to make, he reaffirmed the
fact that he had gotten everything he needed.

Once when his wife was in the kitchen she was asked
what she S W as the greatest asset of the whole experi-
ence. She replied with some humor. but pointedly, that
he now is interested in working. when in the past he
was not. they joked with each other about this fact
and he jokingly told her to "Get out of here." which
she Mt under no pressure to do. After she left the room
Mr. Burk reaffirmed wh-0 she had stated. He said that
he doesn't have to work six days a week to make enough
to live on. but if tnc job is there he goes ahead and
works anyway.

Mr. Burk had been a truck driser before his impris-
onment and even when he was sharing his hitterness
about being arrested "unfairly" he recognised that he
nosw has the hest job he has ewer had and that he would
not haw become a :4 cldcr had he not been imprisoned.
Ile had to admit that he had txnefitted from the whole



experience. During this conversation he implied that he
had some sense of pride in his work now as compared
to his previous work as a truck driver. No doubt this
fact would in pert account for his more stable work
pattern, although a number of other factors probably
contributed also.

In the closing ten minutes of the conversation, after
I had concluded the interview proper, Mr. Burk reaf-
firmed that he didn't know what he would have done
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upon his release if it had not been for the assistanze
given him. Be mentioned again the group work with
Dr. Askren and as I was leaving the house, he said,
"If you all ever get another group started let me know.
I'd like to be in it."

Dr. Don Chandler
Project Observer

NOTE: Name and address were changed for obvious
reasons. (W.S,F.)



APPENDIX C

I. Introduction

A. Background Information
I. Although it had been discussed previously in

general terms, this sub unit of the Atlanta Federal
Offenders Rehabilitation Project was a direct out-
growth of conversations held during the annual
FOR Program conference in Denver, Colorado in
1967, involving Mr. Percy B. Bell, FOR Program
National Director; Mrs. Merlyn Matthews, Na-
tional Research Director; Mr. Lewis Schubert,
who was then the Vocational Rehabilitation Ad-
ministration Regional Representative for Region
4; Mr. W. A. Crump, Atlanta Project Director; and
W. Scott Fultod, Atlanta Plan C Counselor The
study was founded in recognition of the fact that
the majorities of the inmate populations of most
federal penal institutions are not natives of the
states in which these institutions are located and
consequently do not ordinarily have local release
destinations, and with the resultant concern that
any such majority can not advisedly be ignorcd by
a VR Agency pro, osing to continue a program of
services in a Federal facility.

2. Because of the involvement of the Ucorgia Office
of Rehabilitation Services with the U. S. Peniten-
tiary, Atlanta, for many years (as described in the
parent project report), Atlanta was considered a
favorable site for a demonstration effort directed
toward developing a system of out-of-state re-
ferrals.

3. The Sub-Project was authorized on March I, 196k
and continued tl.rough the termination of the
parent Atlanta Project on February 28, 1969.

B. Purpose
Focusing upon the needs of th, n,,n-Geo.gian Inmates
of the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta. the Sub-Project N as
designed to test the advisability and feasibility of in-
augurating a system of making outof-state referrals.
Its success was to be measured in two areas: (1) its
effectiveness in en!isting positise response to referrals
from other state agencies and (2) the amount of favor.
able followup data accumulated on services provided
by such %it agencies operating under their own gate
concepts and policies.
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II. Methodology
A. Counselor
The Plat C Counselor was assigned to the Sub-Project
o'i a part-time, or additional assignment, basis. The
ca-:elos:i was essentially handled in a fashion similar
to general VR caseloads, and the usual FOR research
data was not collected and submitted to National
Headquarters. For a description of the general setting
and comparative details with the parent project,
please refer to the complimentary sections in the
Project Report,

B. Proposed Operating Design
1. Timetable

Case services should actually begin February 1,

1968. 'The Sub-Project should terminate February
28, 1969. This period covers a span of thirteen
months, August 1968 being the seventh or mid
r ionth, (please see the section below entitled Re-
lease Period), Al'ovsance is thereby made, give or
take a month, for six months ..ork with the client
by Sub-Project staff while he is still incarcerated,
during which time t is hoped that referral will be
effected, and for six months of service by the
receiving state agemy and the accumulation of
follow-up data.
Case findings and evaluation should begin as soon
as the SubProject is approved. ft should be noted
that this NAl take a considerable amount of time,
particularly since one hundred psychological evalu-
ations will be involved. Hopefully this "tooling-up"
period wig be completed by February 1, 1968, at
which point it is anticipated that the referral sys-
tem will be inaugurated to be followed by the im-
plementation of case services.

2. Caseload
Because of the limitations of time and staff, it is
believed that we should confine the experiment to
working with an even 100 referral clients.

3. Release Period
It is suggested that we work with clients whose
minimum expiration of sentence dates fall during
the months of July. Auglist and September 1968.
This Aould pro%-.Je an tial list of approximately



200 inmates from which to sleet 100 clients for
adoption by the Sub-Project. In the P% ent that we
arc unable to find 1013 cases from amore the re-
rcicasces of this period (although obtaining that
number should be no 2roblem), then we could
expand the release period from each end, i.e . being
it forward to June 15, 1968, and extend it to Sep-
tember 15. 1968, etc., until the goal of 100 cases
is reached.

4. Selection at the Screening Level

Prior to intersiew, institutional records will be
reviewed. All inmates whose release dates fall
within the period prescribed above will be favor-
ably considered for service except those who:

I, Will be under sixteen or over fifty-five years of
age on February I, 1968.

2. Are aliens subject to deportation.

3. Hase inordinate records of felony convictions.

4. Have been convicted of unsavory offenses such
es repeated clinics of violence or child moles-
tation.

5. Are totally disabled toward employment.

6. !lase any background factors whatsoever that
would eliminate reasonable prospect cf success-
ful recital.

5. Acceptance at the Interview Lela
}lasing been favorably considered according to the
criteria outlined in the preceeding paragraph, a
prospective client will be interviewed to determine
whether or not he is interested in the possibility of
receising Sub-Project services. If he does express
such an interest, as well as a willirgncss to undergo
the necessary diagnostics. he will be entered into a
prog:am of esaluation to determine his eligibility.

6. Determination of Eligibilisy

As per Mr. Bell's sugg.cstion. Alternatise 3, pre-
viously listed in the June 20 memo on Initial Pro-
posals under the section entitled Eligibility, is
offered as the basic criterion for determining
eligibility. This refers to "Behavioral Disorders"
and the methods for establishing this disability as
oatliied in Sections 5.18.0ti of the Georgia State
Manual of Policies. This is believed to have the
most desirable set of criteria because of the follow-
ing reasons: (1) unlike the general F OR position.
this approach would provide. a diagnostic basis to
other states for accepting clients, and (2) it is felt
that this v ill become the most unisersal basis for
vcepting the offender-client of the near future. In
making determinations. pureloo-ed diagnostics will
be required as well as the prison team approach.
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7. ',17aseload Management

Not during the screening process, but after the
initial inolview. clients interested i., receiving serv-
ices wit: be placed on the caseload in Status 00.
Since such clients will in effect be applicants for
services, cases will then move to Status 02. Upon
completion of diagnostics and the establishment of
a behavioral disorder or other identifiable mental
or psysical disability, and if in addition an expres-
sion of acceptance is received from the home
agency. a case will be accepted in Status 10. Al-
though tentative rehabilitation plans will hopefully
be developed in conjunction with receiving state
agencies, it is suggested tnat no formal plans be
written by the Sub-Project counselor, this preroga-
tive being left to the home agency, and that all
services rendered prior to release from prison be
provided under Code "A". When a client is re-
leased and returns home, the case will be "trans-
ferred- and dosed in Status 30. This procedure
would avoid closing a number of cases in Status
28, and it would also avoid the use of Status 08
except, of course, in those cases wherein referral
is refured by the home state agency. The accumu-
lation of follow-up data will begin after closure
and continue until the Sub-Project ends,

8. Smite Plan
As per Mr. Bell's suggestion. Alternative 3 as
listed on rage 3 of the memo on "Initial Pro-
posals" is offered as the most acceptable plan. This
plan calls for the provision of purchased diagnos-
tics as part of the initial referral, which will also
contain a proposal for providing further purchased
sersices -.)C indicated if the receiving agency will
ospond with a commitment of eventual client ac-
ceptance. If. however, the referral is denied, no
further scrsicc will be provided and the case will
be closed in Status 08.

9. Indicated Services
In addition to diagnostics. the following are types
of purchased siosices that might be provided to
referral clients while soli in confinement:
1. Group Psychotherapy
2. Prosthetic Appliances (when not provided by

the Bureau of Prisns)
3. Correspondence Courses
.. Training 5faterials and Textbooks
5. Dearing Aids (These are not furnished by the

Bureau a Prisons)

10. Subsequent to initial intersiew but prior to the
completion of diagnostics- a may be closed,
and a substitution considered. for reasons such as
the fol;oxing: 11) mascrial change in length of



sentence, (2) cht.nge in client attitude toward
rescuing services, (3) death, or (4) any (lex clop-
ment that might eliminate reasonable prospect of
successful referral. However, once diagnostics are
completed al.,' eligibility is established, no substi-
tution will be made (even though the referral might
categorically be refused by the hr_,:ne state agency)
and any further case developments will tie made a
part of the research study. When eligibility is
established in 100 cases, no further client selection
will be attemp.ed.

i Referral

As soon as case evaluation is completed and
eligibility is established, an initial referral letter will
be sent to the home state agency, usually addressed
to the appropriate district supervisor. The general
approach out/ined below will be tollowed.

12. General Approach

Although national interest in rehabilitating public
offenders has greatly advanced in recert years, it
has nevertheless been our experiences in serving
the general caseload at the Atlanta Pcniteatiary that
resistive atti:.:Ji s toviard handling ex-convicts sill
occasionally be encountered from state agencies

and or their counselors. It is therefore suggested
that a basic plan be adopted for attempting :o
generate interest early ir clients on the part of
home state agencies without asking for any specific
:mice at the time and then keeping this 1nterest
alive by prodding periodic. information such as
training progress reports, efforts toward self-im-
provernent. and development of attitudes toward
re-socialization rather than simply making referrals
at or near the point of discharge. Hopefully, home
gate counselors will thereby respond with a will-
ingness to share in the rehabilitation process even
xshife a client remains confined. it to no greater
extent than suggesting the suitability of vocational
preferences and c,bjeetixes to local labor market
conditions. liven limited participation should
dexelop more amenable attitudes toward accept-
ance as potential clients advance through the esoun-
seling process and approach release from prison.

13. Research Instruments

Ilei-ause of the time factor. it is suggested that the
existing I OR devices. designd to measure atti-
tudinal change. social adjustment and job stability,
should not be administered. It is also believed that
to request receiving state agencies to administer
and complete these forms might be reductive to
case aceeptatiee response and would therefore dis-
tort a basic measurement of the study. However.
devices should be de :loped for recording the
following data:
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1. Number of cases screened.

2. Nun-oer of cases accepted at the screening

3. Number of cases rejected at the screening level.

4. Reasons for rejection.
5. Number of cases accepted at the interview level

and placed on the caseload.

6. Number of disinterested clients not placed on
the caseload

7. Number of substitutions.
S. Reasons for substitutions.

9. Number of cases determined ineligible by diag-
nostics.

10. Reasons for ineligibility.
11. Number of cases determined non-feasible by

diagnostics.

12. Reasons for non-feasibility.

13. Number of cases accepted by receiving state
agencies.

14. Number of cases refused by home state agencies.

15. Reasons for refusal.

16. Week ing state agency ease disposition.

a. Closure status

b. Other status at termination of Sub-Project

14. Other Data
It is assumed . 'at case histories and other pertinent
VR forms will be submitted to Program Head-
quarters in Seattle in accordance with procedures
of the parent FOR Program.

15. Success Measurement

Basically, the success of the Sub-Project will be
measured by two factors: (1) the percentage of
referrals accepted by the making state agencies
and (2) the percentage of favorable case disposi-
tions following services rendered by the receiving
stee agencies

C. Actual Operating Design
I. TImets.ble

Since the project was not authorized until March 1,
1968, case screening and esaluation did not begin
in thc Fall of 1967. as has been originally antici-
pated. In view of the time consumed in case screen-
ing. interviewing and evaluation. cases s7raicts
during inearceraton had to be virtually elimioated
ac: referrals were made on the less attractive basis
of evaluation alone.

2. Caseload

Although the Sub-Project was originally designed
to involve 100 clients, shortly after its inception



reality factors dictated an anticipated reduction to
50 referrals; ultimately time permitted the adoption
of only 26 cases.

3. Release

Whenever possible the proposed release period was
limited to the months of July, August and Septem-
ber, 1968

4. Selection at the Screening Level
Selection at the screening level was accomplished
as originally proposed (please see the preceding
section entitled Proposed Operating Design).

5. Acceptance at the Interview Level
Acceptance at the interview level was accomplished
as originally proposed.

6. Determination of Eligibility
Determination of eligibility was accomplished as
originally proposed.

7. Caseload Management
Caseload management was accomplished as origin-
ally proposed.

8. Sallee Plan
As previously noted, due to the limited time factor,
case services themselves were virtually eliminated
aad referrals were made on the basis of evaluation
alone.

9. Substitutions

There were no substitutions on the caseload sub-
sequent to initial interview.

10. Referral
Referral proeedur;s were accomplished as origin-
ally proposed.

11. Gee eral Approach
The general approach originally proposed was
abanJoned due to the time factor.

12. Research Instruments
Data recording forms were developed as originally
prop aced.

III. Results
A. CONCLUSIONS
1. While it was originally hoped that all cases would

have beer. evaluated by March 1. 1968. permitting
the launching of case services at that point. it was
impos!ible to secure auth-riration for the Sub-
Project until that date, and thus the initial process
of case screening did not begin until then.

2. The proposed operating design called for work with

selected releasers of July, August, and Septerribe
1968, from the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, but the
release lists for these months did not yield any-
where near the number of anticipated potential
clients primarily because (a) the total number of
dischargees fell belcw expectation and (b) the
number of dischargers under detainer was much
high'r than originally estimated.

3. In view of the time consumed in case screening,
interviewing and evaluation, case services during
incarceration had to be virtually eliminated and
referrals ware made on the less attractive basis of
evaluation alone (Please refer to the "Proposed
Operaoog Design" in the Sub-Project Report,
Appendix A of the Project Report).

4. Since the Plan C Counselor was responsible for
the conduct of the Sub-Protect on a part-time or
additional assignment basis, intense concentration
on the development of client-counselor relation-
ships was not realized. Again because of the time
factor, referred clients were released after only
three or four diagnostic interviews and for the most
part departed unconvinced that vocational reha-
bilitation services had anything substantive to offer
them.

5. Consequently a number of them made no effort to
follow through with the interviews arranged for
them with the receiving home state agencies.

6. Although almost all of the receiving states
responded with interest to the referrals made prior
to client release, and although most of these
agencies apparently made sincere contact efforts
even if the releasces referred to them did not, a
number of cases had to be dropped either due to
inability to locate or client failure in follow-tip.

7. Since most state VR agencies are not budgeted
suffcicntly to serve all of their own disabled citi-
renry, and since no production reward system has
as yet been devised for making out-of-state re-
ferrals, it is anticipated that difficulty will be en-
contered in sparking the interest of potential host
agencies to and adopting a program similar to the
outline in this sub-project, even though residency
is no longer a legal criterion for eligibility.

8. The Sub-Project was originally designed to involve
100 clients shortly after its inception reality factors
Cietated an anticipated reduction to 50 referrals;
ultimately time pit-milted the acceptance of only

eases.

9. i35 caves were screened and 52 casts were deter-
mined at the screening level.

10. 83 cases %err rejected at the screening level, 14
being overafe for employment in accordance with
the criterion established by the parent FOR Pro-
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gram, 4 due to lack of U. S. citizenship, 21 due to
Georgia release destinations (thus negating out-of.
state referrals) and 38 due to detainers.

11. Of the 83, only 6 were rejected at the screening
level due to excessive criminal records or convic-
tion of crimes believed to be too unattractive in
nature to permit realistic anticipation of success-
ful ref:rral.

12. 42 of the clients found acceptable a't the screening
level Mere interviewed and 10 were not due to
unexpected early release dates (parole or extra
good time granted.

13. Of the 42 interviewed, 26 said that they were
interested in receb ing referral services and 16
said that they "sere not. The 26 who expressed
interest were placed on the caseload.

14. Of the 26 mho initially expressed interest, 5 ulti-
mately dropped out because they decided on
second thought that they were urmilling to under-
go psychological evaluation.

15. An additional 2 did not receive projectixe testing
due to unexpected early release. Referrals were
nevertheless made in the-,e cases without compre-
hensi. e cs aluation.

16. Of those m ho did not complete psychological
evaluation. all 19 mere found to be eligible under
normal VR criteria at least on the basis of be-
havioral disorder, and none mere considered non.
feasible.

17. 21 out-of-slate referrals were actually made. The
follossing items pertain to information gathered
from the receiving state agencies.

IS. 18 states accepted referral prior to release, at
least to the extent of expressing willingness to
consider personal application from the clients
referred.

19. The response of 2 states was as indistinct and it wasas

not possible to assess interest.

20. Only I state responded to referral prior to release
in the negative.

21. The follovsing items pertain to follow-up data
gathered from the receiving state agencies.
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22. I client w Ls closed rehabilitated (in -VR status
26).

23. 5 clients were in active status at the close of the
Sub-Project.

24. 2 clients were still in referred status at the close
of the Project.

25. I active client was closed in other than Status 26.
26. 12 clients mete not placed on caseloads, primarily

due to lack of contact.

IV. Implications for Change
Since residency is no longer an eligibility criterion,
services to out-of-state clients is legal; however, it is

believed that if such an activity is ever to be made
attractive to state agencies, then 100 peicent federal
funding will have to be instituted, and some new pro-
duction reward system, perhaps similar to that em-
ployed by Disability Determination Units, will have to
be developed.

V. Summary
l he success of the Sub-Project was to be measured in
tvv o areas: (I) its effectiveness in enlisting positive
response to referrals from other state agencies and (2)
the amount of favorable follo.v-up data accumulated
on services provided by such agencies operating under
their man state concepts and policies. Given a limited
nu; ,ber of clients involved, the Sub-Project was quite
successful in the first of these measurement areas,
since almost all of the receiving states responded in
positive fashions, at least to the extent of reflecting
interest in working vxith the referrals. However, failure
\vas basically experienced in the second area for a
variety of reasons not believed to be attributable to the
reccis in.!. agencies. Yet. in substance, out most salient
finding was that there was as ample indication throughout
the Sub-Project tnat a similar study should be at-
tempted once again. but on a more elaborate basis.
Note: With the completion of this report, all activites
of the Sub-Project terminated in conjunction with the
conclusion of the parent Atlanta FOR Project.
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